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THE ABSTRACT
The purpose of this Field Experience document is to chronologically
record all of the work necessary to plan for and successfully carry out
the first-ever Statewide Principals' Conference on Instructional Leadership.
In fact, that was the exact title of the Conference, "THE PRINCIPAL AS THE
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER."

The proposal request for the funds for this conference was made to
the Illinois State Board of Education through the federal government's
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IV, Part C Division.

It

was that group, after having submitted our request to a Committee of
Readers, who approved

~he

request and agreed to allow our Center for

Educational Improvement to have the funds.
approved was $20,000.

The amount asked for and

This money, the proposal emphasized, was to be

spent totally on resources that would be needed for the conference.

It

was to be a "bare-bones conference," which meant there vJas to be no money
spent on dinners or entertainment of any type for the attendees.

All of

the money was to be used to reimburse the speakers and pay for the activities that developed because of the instructional leadership theme of the
conference.
This accounting and related documentation was the Field Experience of
this writer, Dan Mash, Director of the Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement (ICE!), who acted in the positions of Chairman of the Planning
Committee and Coordinator of this particular conference.

It is very

important to note that while the Attachments to this paper seem "endless,''
they are a small portion of the actual paperwork needed to accomplish this
conferenc·e .

-2The need for this conference had become apparent sometime earlier,
because, as the Illinois Center for Educational Improvement moved into
its third year of operation, it had become increasingly clear that
building principals in the region served were inundated with operational
problems.

All of these nitty-gritty concerns left little or no time for

those principals to assume the very necessary and critical role as
instructional leaders to the students and particularly to the staffs
in their attendance centers.
The East Central Region of the Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement decided to try to change that priority by making the principals more aware of their roles as instructional leaders.

Thus, this

Field Experience and this product.
This manual is actually a documented description of what was done
to meet this much needed priority.

The objectives and, if the conference

was successful, the outcomes of this conference were as follows:
1.

Because of the strength and attractiveness of the conference

and the absence of any registration fee, to gather as many principals as
possible from ·all over the state.
2.

To stress that principals become aware of and accept the critical

importance of their becoming effective in the major roles of instructional
leadership.

An undertaking of the magnitude and scope of a Statewide Principals'
Conference should never be and was not taken lightly.

In addition to the

amount of people who need necessarily to be involved in the planning and
the number of people who have to be part of the input for a conference
such as this, there are a myriad of details to carry out.

To have speakers

of national prominence that you would hope would please a vast majority of
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those who would be attracted to such a conference, is indeed a job of
gigantic proportions .

The logistics in arranging. the necessary formal

business contracts for their appearances and the arrangements for their
travel, meals, and lodging are almost mind boggling.
The point of attendance attraction is a most important one.

In this

day and age, it is not enough to speak of our students being satiated with
top-flight entertainment from television and the movies.
essentially true of the principals.

The same is

Today, they are not going to be

attracted to anything that does not carry the allure and glamour of
speakers that have

11

name recognition .. or are known in the education

profession as renowned experts.

To have a conference that would hopefully

attract the numbers that were attracted to this particular one takes a lot
of the so-called Star quality'' .of the presenters.
11

The attraction, also,

must assure these sophisticated, potential attendees that there will be
a conference that will cover the items that they want covered and will
present them with enough quality and depth in the proper amount of time
so that they feel that something has been accomplished during the conference.
Fortunately for this conference, the evaluations bore out the fact
that these goals were achieved by the conference planners and particularly
by the Director/Coordinator and his staff.
It is important that this good effort continue.

Therefore, this

Center's recommendation for next Fiscal Year, 1982, if federal funds allow,
will be to undertake the task of developing an Inservice Conference.

This

presently dreamed of conference is the result of the evaluations of the
Principals' Conference as one that would lend itself to the methods and
process of inservicing staff, a natural and logical follow up to the
principal who is an instructional leader.

It is no secret that with

reduced district budgets, teachers today are remaining longer in one,

-4usually their original, district.

Statistics show that there is very

little mobility among teachers today.

In addition, Reduction in Force

is resulting in those with seniority remaining on teaching staffs while
those who are newer teachers are being cut .

The teachers who remain

need to be constantly retrained, reinvigorated and .reinforced in their
teaching skills, their teaching methodology, and their effectiveness ·as
teachers.

The conference that we will recommend

\'ie

have in the fa 11 of

1981 will be on the process of inservice for staff development .
not be our intention to go into any cognitive learning areas.

It will
It will

only be to stress process so that administrators such as superintendents,
assistant superintendents, principals, curriculum directors, staff
development directors, and others with similar administrative responsibilities will be able to . know better how to plan and structure more effective
inservicing of their staff.
This constant reteaching by districts and nonpublic schools must be
instigated, reinforced and continued if education as we know it, or
perhaps would hope that it would be, is to continue serving the children
of our country in the face of the adversities that are mounting toward
education and educators today.

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
11

The Principal as the Instructional Leader

11

This Conference was the result of a proposal made by the
East Central Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
and approved and funded by the Illinois State Board of
Education.
It was directed and coordinated by:
Daniel J. Mash

(S.S.

).

This document is presented as the final compilation of
the detailed evidences of planning and the implementation
of this first-ever statewide Principals' Conference, and
is submitted to fulfill the requirements for:
EDA 6910 and EDA 6920 Field Experience
at
Eastern Illinois University
Dr. Donald W. Smitley, Experience Advisor
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THE SUMMARY

I.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Field Experience document is to chronologically

record all of the work necessary to plan for and successfully carry out the
first-ever Statewide Principals' Conference on Instructional leadership.
In fact, that was the exact title of the Conference, "THE PRINCIPAL AS THE
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER."
The proposal request for the funds for this conference was made to the
Illinois State Board of Education through the federal government's Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, Title IV, Part C Division.

It was that group,

after having submitted our request to a Committee of Readers, who approved
the request and agreed to allow our Center for Educational Improvement to
have the funds.

The amount asked for and approved was $20,000. This money,

the proposal emphasized, was to be spent totally on resources that would be
needed for the conference.

It was to be a "bare-bones conference," which

meant there was to be no money spent on dinners or entertainment of any type
for the attendees.

All of the money was to be used to reimburse the speakers

and pay for the activities that developed because of the instructional leadership theme of the conference.
This accounting and related documentation was the Field Experience of
this writer, Dan Mash, Director of the Illinois Center for Educational Improvement (ICEI), who acted in the positions of Chairman of the Planning Committee
and Coordinator of this particular conference.

It is very important to note

that while the Attachments to this paper seem "endless," they are a small
portion of the actual paperwork needed to

accomplis~

this conference.

The need for this conference had become apparent sometime earlier, because,
as the I l linois Center for Educational Improvement moved into its third year of
operation, it had become increasingly clear that building principals in the
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region served were inundated with operational problems.

All of these

nitty-gritty concerns left little or. no time for those principals to assume
the very necessary and critical role as instructional leaders to the students
and particularly to the staffs in their attendance centers.
The East Central Region of the Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
decided to try to change that priority by making the principa l s more aware of
their rol es as instructional leaders.

Thus, this Field Experience and this

product .
This manual is actually a documented description of what was done to meet
this much needed priority.

The objectives and, if the conference was success-

ful, the outcomes of this conference were as follows:
1.

Because of the strength and attractiveness of the conference and

the absence of any registration fee, to gather as many principals as poss ibl e
from all over the state.
2.

To stress that principals become aware of and accept the critical

importance of thei r becoming effective in the major roles of instructional
l eadership.

II.

SEQUENTIAL LOG OF ACTIVITIES
A.

Establishment of the Need and the Request for Funds

It had become quite obvious, because of comments made in our
ICEI Staff Meetings which are appropriately called ''Review and Preview,"
that the "middle management level

11

of our school districts and nonpublic

schools, i.e., particularly the building principals, needed a great deal
of attention.

That attention was defined in staff meetings as the methods

and strategies of instructional leadership.
Thus, our Request of the Illinois State Board of Education through
the Title IV, Part C funds for such a conference.
requested and approved.
11

Statewide Conference ...

In fact, unexpectedly, it was approved as a
(Attachments A.)

We were underway.
11

oyster ...

A total of $20,000 was

All of the principals in the state were our

•
'•
Attachments A.
• Establishment of Need/Request Funds
•
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VI.

REGIONAL WORKSHOP
As has been said previously, as our project staff's learning and

sophistication has grown, our achievements and disappointments have become
more clearly defined.

We feel we would address one of those defined major

disappointments if we sought approval for a Regional Workshop that would
have as its sole and direct target--PRINCIPALS, with emphasis on their role
as instructional leaders!
In planning the workshop we must and will seek input from ISBE, other
ICEls, our Program Committee and Board of Governors, IPA, IASA, IASCD, IASB,
and important others.

We also intend to seek a large enough space so that

we can encourage attendees from outside our region.

In this way we could

assist in beginning to develop more awareness and targeting of the needs
identified by ISBE as a result of the seven individual ICEI needs assessment
surveys.
Brainstorming sessions by our staff have conceived a two-day,
"no nonsense--no frills,'' hard-hitting workshop that would feature many
distinguished speakers, interactions, and presentations.

We approximate the

cost, primarily for the talent involved, to be $20,000.

Our addendum budget

details as many specifics as possible at this time.

-

.. . FY •.1981
ACCOUNT
NUMBER

230

.

ICE!

BUDGET BREAKDOWN
EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

CONTRACT
AND OTHER

SALARIES

..

(Continued)
Accounting/Computer/Clerical
Services
Audit
Telephone
Postage
Board of Governors' Expenses
Printing and Duplicating
Rental of Copier
Xerox 4000 @ $300/mo. for 12 m< s .
lease/Purchase of Base and
Rental of Postage Meter
@ $35/mo . for 12 mos.

I

.
3,600.
420.

$

~PERA110~
enta o ~O
ac1.~AtNTENANCE
1 y

45~985.

$ 82,609.

6,300.
$
600.

.
Cleaning of Qffice
Equipment t·1a 1 ntenance/Repa 1 r
410

TOTAL

$ 16 ,000.
2,500.
4,500.
2,080.
6,000.
1,500.

$ 36,624.
254

.

'

•.. 4"•: ~ ... :'''\. •,. -~ :~

~

..
.

,: .'\i·

.. 200.

•I ~

,..

j;

•. 't.,.v v .......,;:.....,..

~
. .. ..

$

7 ,100 .

.
..
DEMONSTRATION
/ Jf'i! · ·1 ·100n
!~·'....· '-·
Resources to Provide
.
....
Technical Assistance to LEAs. 1: -- .
1: ;;·i· tV.: f:~~.c-, . _. ·.·.
Materials and Supplies
!llim 5 C; i:cc uf E':' ~!cati ~ :1 $ 24,470.
Consultants
80,000.
Travel
39 , 590.
Substitutes
50,000.
Stipends
$ 21 ,638.
Technical Assistance Workshop
Expense
5,000.
Other Technical Assistance
Expense
1,000.
Principals' Workshop
20,000.
Resource Retrieval System
Resource Retrieval System
Coordinator
Sa lly Kessinger
$1, 166.66/mo . for 12 mos.
14,000.
Resource Retrieval System
Assistant
Ellen Snowdon (quarter-time)
$309.25/mo. for 12 mos.
3, 711.
Resource Retrieval System
Secretary
(to be named) (half-time)
$340/mo. for 12 mos.
4,080.
\,.

l.

$ 7,100.
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~
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(cont 'd

Illinois
State Board of
Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777
2171782·4321

Donald F. Muirhekl

Jos.,ph U. C. on in

Chairman

Stat# ~rintMd~nt ot Edueatrott

REC.r;IVED
July 7, 1980

JUL 1 5 i980

JC'!EI

The Honorable Ho\-1ard E. Brmm
Regional Superintendent
Macon County
Macon County Building, Room 303
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Superintendent Brown:
Enclosed is your copy of the Notification of Grant Award for your
ESEA, Title IV, Part C, project, " Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement" recently approved by Superintendent Joseph M. Cronin
for funding. This notification should become an official part of
the project 's r ecords .

'

Enclosed also find a copy of your Title IV, ESEA, app roved budget
which is the official budget to be follm-1ed for the operation of
your project .
If you s hould have any questions, please contact
217/782-3810.

~lr.

Paul J. Kren,

S~ncerely,

James H. Hendenhall
Manage r
Educational Innovation and
Support, Title IV, ESEA
Enclosures
JHM:PJK:nl

188 Wcsl Randolph
Chicago,. Illinois 60601
312/793·2220
An Eoua/ Opportumty Employer

Stale Oflice Ruitd•ng

J'osl Oll ice Uox 6 2$

ftOI NO<th 181h

OcKalb, lllio)()t'\ GO II!>
81517$30261

MI. Vernon. Illinois 62864
6181242·1676

200 Sooth Fredrick Streol
Rantoul. llltnols 61866
21713J3.6770

B.

Requests for Support and Input

After official

approval~ s~pport

conference had to be sought from the

and ideas for the content of the

orga~izations

such as the Illinois

Principals' Association, the Illinois Association of School Administrators,
the Illinois Association of School Boards, and the Chicago Principals'
Association that were concerned with the principal as an administrator.
An advisory committee had to be formed of these groups so they
could sense a legitimate "ownership" in the conference.

Their suggestions

would make the meeting meaningful to the participants.

Their support would

help assure an attendance that would make the conference a major one.
The evidences of these efforts and the roster of the advisory
committee, which indicates the diversity of the members, are shown in
Attachments B.

I \

•

east central region

•

~~~~m®o~ ©~~1r~oo q®rr
oooo©&1YU®~&~ O[fl][?OO®\YJ~[U}~mlr

Attachments B.
Requests for Support and Input

240 south franldin street
decatur. illinois 62523
PHDNE U7 •

4 2 3-3 2 80

TOll riUr LDND DISTANCE 1-800 •

2 52- I 59 7

A Title IV C ProJect
.Administrative Agent • 1-lownrd E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent ot Schools

February

8~

1980

Dr. John G. Wargo, Executive Director
Illinois Association of School Administrators
535 Illes Park Place
Springfield, Illinois 62704
Dear Dr.

\~argo:

Dr. James Mendenhall has notified me that he talked briefly with you at the
O'Hare Airport regarding the possible proposal for a large regio·nal conferenc~
for administrators, essentially principals, for Fall, 1980. He told me that
you were interested. We are glad to hear that and, in fact, had already
talked with Jean in your office to determine the dates of your future lASA
conferences so that we would not conflict and would ha.ve the necessary
information to bring you and your staff into preliminary planning. As we
do get into this and, hopefully, receive permission from Titl~ IV C of
ISBE to do this conference; we will certainly look· forward to your participation in the planning and the in1plementation of this idea.
In the meantime, \'ie have already received from IPA some preliminary materials
on their conferences for this year and some information concerning their
conferences of last year. We would appreciate anything that you might be
able to give us in this area, also.
~1e

are very much looking fonlfard to seeing and working \'tith you.
With kindest regards,

-Dan Mash
Director
DH:cj
cc Dr . James C. Mendenhall

cnst

centra~

region

~~~~moo~~ ~~~v~rn ~®rr
1~oooo©&v~®m&~ ~[Ki]fPffi®W~~~~tJ
240 south franldin s treet
decatur. illi nois 62523
PHONE 2!7 • 4 2 3-3 2 8 0

lOLl

rau

LOM C: OISTANC(

1·800 • 2 52- 15 9 7

A Tit l e IV C Project
A<lmfnfstrntlve A~;:ent • How ard E . Brown • Macon County Re5elonal Superlnt enclent ot Schools

·Aprjl

21~

1980

Mr. Willi am Sullivan, Executive Di rector
Ill inois Principals' Association
3085 Stevenson Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62703
Dear Mr : Sulli van:
Your very cooperative secretary, Vicki Russell, asked me to wri te a note to tell
you a little bit about the organizati on that \·le represent and the Principal s '
Conference that we are proposing. Hopefully, this kind of informat ion for you
will set us for a .meeting at your office at 10 a.m. on Hay 14, or sooner, if at
all convenient to bot h of us!
The I 11 i noi s Centers for Educationa1 Improvement have been funded now for b/0
years through competiti ve proposals under ESEA, Title IV, Part C. Under the
supervision of Dr. Ji m t~endenhall's offi ce at ISBE, our \·IOrk has determined that
much needs to be done in order to assure that principals are rightfully looked
up~n as the instructional l eader s of their schools.
Jim · notifi ed us that
Superintendent Joe Cronin had already instituted a study group at the State
Education Agency level to develop programs in this area. Armed \'lith thi s information, \·le wrote an addendum to our proposal for Fi scal Year 1981 requesting
monies to conduct either a regional or a statewide confer ence for principal s ,
designed to assist in meeting this need.
·
,At that point, Jim and others at the
organization and with groups such as
conference. Therefore, this request
are planning on our conference being
Inn here i n Decatur.

ISBE asked us to
IASA and IASB as
for our meeting.
held on November

.touch base with your
we began to plan thi s
At the present time, \·le
2, 3, and 4 at the Holiday

We sincerely hope that this is enough for you to begin thinking about and to allow
you and Jack Moomey to hel p us with some advice on subj ect areas and experts for
the conference. l~e do l ook fon1ard to this meeting and a\-Jait conf irmation from
you.
Sinccrelv ..

Dan Nash
Oi l'ector
or~:

cj

. /PC-{
cast central reglon

~~~~~®n® m~mv~rn ~®U'
~oooo©&\1Y~®mffi~ ~~[?00®\Y/~ruJ~mv

240 south fra.nldin street
dccatu1.·. illinois 62523
PilON £ li?•4Z3-3280

TDllfiiU lO>IDDISTAMC(

1-800•252-1597

A Tltlc IV C ProSect

AdmlnJRtrnttve Agent • Ho,vard E. Dro~n • Macon County Reglonnl Superintendent o! Schools

October

2~

1980

Mrs. loretta Nolan, Director
Chicago Principals' Association
221 North LaSalle Street
Suite 733
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Dear loretta:
It was .very nice talking to you today regarding the first-ever Illinois
Principals' Conference being jointly sponsored by ISBE and our ·1cEI.
I do deeply and fully understand the probl ems that Chicago Principals
fac e but \·tOuld \-.telcome any help that you could give us in publicizing
the Conference. At least the Chicago Principal s will knm-.t that it \·las
not our intention to purposely omit them in any ~ray. I have enclosed
several brochures · so that you may use them at your executive meeting.
I hope that you and your group will agree that we have put together a
\'lorth\-shi 1e conference.

I do look forward to meeting you personally sometime in the future.

Very

sincerely~

Dan Nash

Director
DM:cj
Enclosures
cc Therese Sheehy

east central region

.
~~~~~®~~ @~~lr~ITJ g®[J
~OOOO©ffi1Y~®~ffi~ ~~[pffi@\YJ~~~rnlr

240 south franklin street
decatur, illlnois 62523
PHON[

211 •

42 3 -328 0

lOU hll lONG OISTAIOCl 1-800 • 252 - 1597

A Title IV C ProJect

Adrntntetrative Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

June 25, 1980

May \'/e ask a favor of you? Hill you JOln Bill Sullivan and Jack Moomey
of the IPA; Dr. Jim Mendenhall, Hanager of Title IV C, ISBE; and myself
on the Advisory Committee for the Statewide Principals• Conference our
ICEI Center is planning for November 2, 3, and 4 here in Decatur?
are envisioning just two planning sessions, and then, hopefully,
your attending and playing a key role in t.he Conference itself. We
think it \'lill be a worth\'lhile experience and a lot of fun, too!
~le

The first meeti.ng is planned for Tuesday, July 8, 1980, beginning at
9 a.m., continuing through lunch, and breaking up no later than 2 p.m.
at the D~catur Holiday Inn (the site of the Conference). You \'/ill,
of course, be our guest for lunch.
Please call us by July 2 on our. toll-free line, 1-800-252-1597, to let
us know that you plan to attend.
Most gratefully,

Dan Mash
Director

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

·Will iam H. Sullivan
utive Dir.ector
'nois Principals' Assoc.
-Stevenson Dd ve·ngfield, IL1 62703
John F. ~1oomey
c. Executive Director
inois Principals' Assoc.
evens~n-Dr-i-ve

ngfield, IL

62703

Mr. John
Lutheran
340 West
Decatur,

Walther, Superintend.
School Association
Woad· Street
ll 62522

Mr. Jay Stortzum, Principal
Arcola Elementary School
351 West Washington
Arcola, IL 61910

j
Mrs. Karen Trimby Paulson, Pri
Durfee Elementary School
1222 East Grand
·
Decatur, IL 62521
Dr. Gordon Hoke; College of Ed.
Center for lnst. Research and
Curriculum Evaluation
University of Illinois
270 Education Building
Urbana,. IL 61801 .

James H. Hendenhall, Mgr.
,a. Innovation and Support
State Board of Education
North First Street
ngfield , IL 62777

t1r. Gary Eckerty, Principal
Monticello High School
200 East William Street
Monticello, Il 61856

Dr. Tom Jandris, Principal
Barrington High School
616 West Main Street
. Barrington, IL 60010

James H·ires , Principal
er Grade Schoo1
East Schoo 1 Street
er, IL 61843

Mr. Charles Edmundson, Supt.
Douglas/Piatt ESR
125 North ~1a in
Ab10od, IL 61913

Ms. Judy Halsh, Principal
laketown Elementary School
· Home: 92 Island Bay lane
Springfield, IL 62707

James HcClard, Principal
on City Junior Hi gh School
North Church
on City, IL 60936

Mr. Duane Neet, Asst.Supt.
Curriculum and Instruction
Bond-Fayette-Effingham ESR
Fayette County Courthouse
Vandalia, ll 62471

Dr. Diana Peters, . President
Women in Administration
210 South Fifth Street
St. Charles, IL 60174

Mr. Robert Turner
Associate Superintendent
Decatur School District 61

Mr. Anson Smith, Principal
J. L Buford Elementary School
623 South 34th
Mount Vernon, Il 62864

Blaine Bonynge, Pri nci pa 1
ille High School
hild and Jackson
ille, IL
61832

Mr. E. L. Grossner, Asst. Supt.
for LEA Services
Illinois State Board of Educa.
100 North First Street
Springfield, ll 62777

Dr. John .Alford
Planning and Research
Illinois State Bd. of Educatior l
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777

~nald Larson, Superintend.
on City Schoo 1 District 1
East 17th Street
on City, IL 60936

Dr. Larry Roth, Asst. Supt.
Danville School District 118
516 North Jackson Street
Danville~ IL
61832

Dr. Jerry Foster, Manager
Program Services Tearn, Reg. IV
200 South Fredrick
Rantoul, Il 61866

i chard Peters , Supt.
ator Elementary School
North Bloomington Street
ator, Il 61364

Dr. Clayton Thomas
Dept. of Education Admi ni s tra.
331 DeGarmo Ha 11
Illinois State Univers ity
Normal, Il 61761

Jack Kenney, Pri nci pa 1
en Decatur High Schoo 1
ducationa 1 Park
tur, Il 62526

6/Z<

/

PLEASE CHANGE YOUR RECORDS

Illinois
Principals
Assocaation
is unoving
The office will be closed
Monday, July 14, for moving

Effective J·u ly 15, 19BO
the new address will be:
430 East Vine
(corner of 5th & Vine)
Springfield, Illinois 62703
Our new phone number will be
217/525-1383

C.

Site Arrangements

A place large enough to hold a conference of this size was an
essential requirement.

For logistic purposes, the conference site should

be located very near the sponsor's headquarters.
be made.

Many trips would have to

A mountain of material and equipment would have to be transported

there.
Ideally, the very excellent Holiday Inn of Decatur with adequate
meeting rooms, suites for the guest speakers, 400 rooms available for
attendees, four restaurants for guests' meals, and an experienced host's
staff was totally available for November 2, 3, and 4, 1980.

{Attachments C.)

The price was reasonable for all of the meeting space.

Even

"baskets fo fruit," a delightful extra touch for each speaker and presenter,
could be had for a very modest cost.
We had a lovely place to be; we were logistically set!
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A Title IV C ProJect
Adniiniatrative Agent • Howard E. Brown • Mncon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE - November 2, 3, 4, 1980
Holiday Inn Accommodations - Speakers/Presenters
Room
No.

+ ___

N/A

N/A

'J'otals

Name

Fruit
Baskets

Estes, Nolan -----------------Page, Bill -------------------Packard, Vance ---------------Linkle·t tcr, Jack -------------

Single
Room

Dov.ble
Room

Sunday
Nov. 2

Monday
Nov. 3

X
X
X

X --------------- X

X

X ------------------------ X

X ------------------------ X
X ------------~-- X

Halloran, Bill -----~---------- X
X ------------------------ X
Dickerson, Nancy -------------- X ------ X ------------------~---- X
Gill, Donald ----------------- N/A

Neal, Cathy ------------------ N/A
Krase, Richard ---------------- X ------ X --------------- X
Zielke, Arlene/Helen Whalen --- X --------------- X ------ X
Johnson, Peter (by him)-------- X ----- (X) ------------- (X)
Conran, ·Patricia -------------Marcotte, Don and Mrs.--------Jandris, Tom/Robert Fox ------Blazier, Bob arul Mrs.----------

X ------ X --------------X --------------- X -----X --------------- X -----X --------------- X ------

MeeD, Bob/Associate ----------Troutman, Virginia -----------Johnson, Elsie ------- --------Fields, pavid ----------------Guthrie, Bob ------------------

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X ------ X
X ------ X

--------------- X -------------------- X ----------------------------- X ----------------------------- X ----------------------------- X --------------- X ------

18
13
BasketD Single

+May not need; no confirmation received to date.

Dovhle

10
Sunday

X
X
X
X
X

11
Monday
10/2'1 CJ

east central region

~~~~m®~~ ©~mv~rn g®[(
~~0000©&\lY~®~ill~ ~u:A][pffi®\Yl~[i:A]~~lr
240 south franklin street
decatur. illinois 62523
P"OHE 111"423-3280

TOLLrurlDNGDISTAHC(

1·800•252-1597

A Title IV C Project
Administrative Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent ot Schools

November

2-3-4~

1980

Welcome to Decatur and our> Illinois Principals'
Conferqnce!
Please accept this small gift designed
your relaxing time a little more pleasant.
it as a small symbol of houJ 9rateful uJe are
for the important part you 're going to play
great Conference.
Most

sincerely~

Dan Mash
Director

to make
Accept
to you.
in this

D.

Planning for Speakers and Presenters

The advisory committee had spoken very clearly and loudly.

In

order to attract the caliber of sophisticated and much sought after administrators that were our targets for this conference, we had to assemble a
top-notch list of powerful speakers and knowledgeable presenters.
The "speakers" were to be the motivational, inspiring, policy-making
blockbuster type of people who were to speak at the General Sessions.

The

"presenters" were to be the recognized as exemplary in the field practitioners
who could

s~ow

and explain the processes and methodologies of leadership in

the myriad of "From the Trenches" sessions that were to be laced throughout
the conference.
A formidable task.
to be the hundreds.

Letters, calls, and suggestions by what seemed

(Attachments D.)

east central region
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•
• Planning for Speakers and Presenters
•

PHO~£

217•423- 3280

TonrltttlD NCODist.uu:r t-800•252-1597

A Title IV C ProJect

Admlnlstrotlve Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

June 9, 1980

Mr. Keith Morris, Director
SI Athletes Service Program
and Speakers Bureau
Time and Life Building
New York, N.Y. 10020
Dear Mr. Morri s:
I am most anxious to find out if the Sports Illustrated Athletes Service
Program and Speakers Bureau might suggest several name athletes for the
State of Illinois' Principals' Conference. This conference, a statewide
event sponsored by the Illinois State Board of Education, will attract
1,000 principals from all over Illinois and will be held at the Decatur
Holiday Inn on November 2, 3, and until noon on Election Day, the 4th.
The theme of this conference will be "The Principal's Role as an Instructional Leader." Therefore, the athlete should have a good background
preferably in education so that he or she will · be able to urge and inspire
the principals to think more about that particular responsibility rather
than just being "keepers of schoo 1s" \-Jhi ch has become, unfortunately,
the role of so many of them.
·
I need your suggestions in a hurry· because we are trying to complete
what should be an outstanding program.
Most sincerely,

-oan

t4ash

Director

DM:cj

·.

--- -·· .

.

..

..

·ready to sparkle at sales
meetings, award dinners,
conventions, store openings
or wherever else the color
and excitement of sports
can help you shine.

outs.
West, •.
seen by
strip-min.
breathtaki
would like,
acerbate th\
cast a pall ti
. legislative di
Service, fib
(
across natur:
rived largel(
troubling. t~
turn canyor
1
supplies (
groundwa;
most ca1
coal:./
whr
l
o,f

For more information contact
Keith Morris, Director,
Sl Athletes Service Program
and Speakers Bureau,
.
lirr~ & life Bldg., New York,
N.Y. -~20. (212) 841-3338-9
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June 18, 1980

Mr. Dan Mash

Illinois Center for Educational Development
240 s. Franklin
Decatur, IL 62523
Dear Dan ,
I am enclosing material on MIKE VANCE. His speech titles
are listed in his fliers and the enclosed tape will give you
an idea of his presentations.
Some additional names for you to consider are:

~uTz-~--$·3-~ooo· i?l.U.s-expenses--f-:r:om...Lafa~t~e:-r~~u ~+-~~.

DR. EARL

DR. LAURENCE PETER - $3 , 000 plus expenses from L. A. ~k1J,,~ ~;.,

o)t-:-WI:LTIAM-·PREUND.,_J~h£ef ;'Ec:.~omist and Sr . Vice President of the New York
pense~ from New York

!,:...

St,oc~i~jt;;han.<JSL_- $3 , 000 p l us ex- eGO >'\.!>-,._L~
C}.tY.----~
----------~---------

GEORGE BLANDA, former Chic_a go Bears and Oakland Raiders
qua.r terback and kicker - $2 , 500 plus expenses from Chicago.
ART HOLST, former NFL official - $2,000 plus expenses
from Peoria .
your interest.

n~t"bentral

region
240 south franklin street
decatur. illinois 62523

~~~~~®~@ @~~tr~rn ~®[{
®OO©ffilf~®~ffi~ ~UfilrPill®W~~~mTI

PHONE 217• 423-3200

loLL FRu loNnOtSTANCI 1· 000• 252-1597

A Title IV C ProJect

Admtnistrntlve Agent • 1-Iownrd E. Bro·wn • Macon County Reglonnl Superintendent or Schools

June 25, 1980

Mr. John Palmer, President
National Speakers Bureau
222 \~isconsin Ave.
Lake Forest, ·IL 60045
Dear John:
Thank you for these tapes. So far I just haven't
been 11 knocked·for a loop" by any one. Got any other
ideas??
Kinae~t

regards,

-ffan Hash ·
Director
esm ·
Enclosure

.

eagt central region
240 south franklin street
decatur. illinois 62523
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A Title IV C ProJect

Ad•nlnl!:!trattve Agent • llownrd E. Brown • 1\.facon County Regional Superintendent ot Sohoola

June 30» 1980

Dr. Donald Gill
State Superintendent of Schools
Illinois State Board of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinoi s 62777
Dear Dr. Gi 11 :
Please forgive us for this combination congratul atory letter and request, but
we \•ranted to make sure we got our invitation into your office quite early!
He \'/auld like to have you present the closing speech before our Statewide
Ill:!,~Q.i~o-PrirE_te? ls' Conf~t~r.tc.e o_Qn Tuesday, November 4» 1980 (Election Day),
. -af-10:30 a.m. at lhe- Aoliday Inn in Decatur.
He have received funding from Title IV, Part C, through the Illinoi s State
Board of Education to bring together, hopefully, 1000 Principals from our State
because we as a Center perceived the urgent need for Principals to be instructional
l eaders rather than keepers of their schools. This \·Jill be our thrust at the
Conference which will begin on Sunday evening, November 2; go through Monday»
the 3rd; and adjourn Tuesday at about noon at the conclusion of your presentation.
This \•sill a11 ow everyone to get home in time to vote!
0

He envision that our Administrative Agent» Howard E. Brown, the t-1acon County
Superintendent of Schools, \·Jill introduce Don Muirheid» \'lho \'lill then introduce
you.
He would truly be privileged to have you, and it should represent a cardinal
opportunity to be \'tith a good number of people \otho could be keys to your future
plans for our educational community.
He do look forward to your favorable reply.
With kind reaards_

cj
cc Donald F. Muirheid
llm-1ard E. Brown
E. L. Grossner
James H. Mendenhall

--Dan Mash
Director
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~iliNCIFALS CONFERENCE ON NOVc:l'13EP. 2 , 3 AND 4 HB~E IN DECI\TUR. \·JE~HOPE---.-·--
TOi!TTF<ACT AT LE~ST 1,00:) PRINCIPALS FRON ALL OVER ILLI!'-!OIS. THE
llEI·E IS "THE PRI NCIAPL AS THE INSTRUCTION LEr'\'JfF.". OUR ILL! NOIS
rENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL I~iPHOVC:(I'l~NT H:~S BEE~ PUT IN Cb:ARGE.
\tHAVEAN OUTSTANDI~ BLOCK BUSTER PROGH4MLINED UP Th/\T INCLUDES
~CTOH ~YJl..ft N fSTES, FORMER SUPuU t-.fiE~DC:NT OF THE DALLP.S SCHOOL
SYSTEM, VANCE PACKARD THE AUTHOR, JACJ{ LINKLETTER 1\t.:O NAt\'CY DICKI:J~ SON
fP.~t·l T.V., AND HOPEFULLY YOU .

r EFOH~ 1HE
E.\iiHE GROUP ON I"OND/\Y EVEN! :\G NOVEi·P31 3 AT 6Pr1 FOH fiPOUT ~0 m NUTES
9-~ THE TH£(\,E OF nr£ ROLL OF AN I NSTRUCTI 0!-!."\L LEODEF: !)~ YOU Pf;ACTI CE
~t !·'OL1L') \I.'ANT YOU TO DO A GENiR4L SESSim~ l·PPEl~•RANCE

)J.

'IPIGIJLD PI\Y FOR YOUR TWUND-TrUP,
YOU f\ $350.00 r.o~JRI\RI u:~. \~E ALSO
fl\KE FLI SHT ARRP NGE''jENTS S() 1\S TO
IT:1~ PLUS n!E CFA NCE TO APP2AR I ~J
,OJ:) OF YOUR COLLEN)UES t•JHO HNJi
hSCUT YOIJH FINE ~~ORK.

GIVE YOU O'JSHNimiT LOD3IN'3 M.;U GIVE
Tl-H NK TH!\T YOU \·lCULD F. E f\5L£ 10
mss Oi!LY A S~·~Ll 1\V.OWH OF SUiOOL
YOUR 0\•:r·.! ST{\T£ OF ILLU~OIS P EFOkE
HEARD, HE~D, OR SC.Etl A GkEAT DEJ\L

! PP~W YOU Cl\ N Ct1 Ll

~JE TOLL FREE, AT 800-252-1597 T0 Sf'-Y YES .
t'OUL:; YOU PLC:'-\SE GI 'R. ME YOUR ANS\•JEH P.Y F~l9l\Y, AUSUST E?
f"l1Sl-i, OIHECTOR

'<.f."!'~'J:!:R ,
~~

...

TO RL:PLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTEilN UN!ON'S TOLL • FREE PHONe Nl.JM9ERS

....

RECEI\t ED

AUG 7 1980
JCEI

Founded in / 975
M . C OLLI:-.IS

tlugtud :;<! / fj/()
/luv JJt~· fittV~£~:
Than..'~{

you for your kind in'!i tation . Unfortunately, I ' m
booked solid through 1981 . ~:'J e are ex})andint; our progrru21
to include more o:f the 850 children on our ~7ai ting list .
This , our first ex:;?ansion , is an exciting time . for all
of us .
This suD.mer, CBS r.'ill be filming ~ehe Harva. Co 1 l j_ns Stor;r ,
~·Fhich is to be aired. ea.rly next s:_Jring.
The book 1 1 ve
just finished should be published by the end of the year .
Hopefully , these releases \'lill ans,.-:.rer some of the questio ns
of our many frienO.s across the country . Hee.n'.'lhile , may you
enjoy the u t1;1ost success Yri th your progreJ:l .
Si-ne erel:v .
,

Harva H. Collins

3a19 WEST A DA MS ST REET

•

C ~II C A GO,

IL LI NOIS S062·1 •

312/825-0545

D EDICATED TO IMPROVE MENT OF EL EMENTARY A ND SECONDA RY EOUCATION
430 East Vine (Corner of 5th & Vine)

Springfield, Illinois 62703

Telephone (217) 525·1383

""'c-· - ·.
RX:.
!AUG22
August 21, 1980

<DIATEPASTPAESIDENT

CTOAS
Wuon Aldrich
0, Plaines
lou Uhrich
S)umore

.;.1

ICEI

Mr. Dan Mash, Director
Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:

tom Artman
Ta!>ltGfove

Enclosed is a list of principals for your consideration for
small group sessions. I have listed po ssib le topics for some of
them that may or may not be the subject they prefer to speak on
today .
l1uch of my -information came from our speakers bureau publication that is nm-1 somet-1hat out-dated.

~Bolton

We-51 Frankfort

:.r~~:

r-,-""-,

Ttd 811181\IS
Elmhurst

--~au will also note that no topic is lis ted for tiae last two
namec:: ol.he list. Boto are excellent speakers but I just did n ot
,;r
9ow a Sp cific area for them.

A11Biocke
./ /
A<>Uoch
\ _... ....;::::

~

rece ived the copy of the letter you sent to Bill Page ·and
ill pick him up at t he airport and plan to introuuce him Honday
. l lt p 1 ans so I ,.,'i ll l<now ,.,h e n
Please let me kn0\-7 •nis f l1g

UTIVEDIRepr&!
William H. ~lfivan

1¢noneiJY

)

:

I.
OCI.\TE PI RECTOR
J~ek Moomey
Springfield

Please feel free t o contact me if I can be of any other
service.
S:i,.nc?rely ,

Jack Moomey , Associate Director
ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS ASSOCIATION
JFi'i/vd
P COORDINATOR

P.S.
_ ... '

,/> } \

.r

.

1~·,'//

Just for your information, ,.,hen my secretary called the Holiday
Inn in Decatur, she mentioned that I t-lould be attending a meeting
(S"iii'nsored by your organization. The reservation manager stated
tj\at9she \•laS not at-1are that you ,.,ere scheduled on those dat es.

/,·
,./
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Affifi'ated with the Department of Educational Administration of I llinois State U niversity
The National Association o f Elementary School Principals I T he National Association of Secondary School Princi pals
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Developing the Brochure and a Program

As the planning for the conference delineated target areas, and
names of speakers and presenters were submitted, the program began to take
form.
Blank spots had to be filled with quality people who were well known.
The flow of the .conference had to be attractive.

The program had to be

completed, and a brochure had to be printed in order to sell the conference .
It was done.

A total of 4,515 copies of the brochure, along with

.registration blanks for the conference and reservation requests for motel
rooms , were posted to the principal s of Illinois!
confirmed with a neat, attractive card!

Registrations needed to be

(Attachments E.)

The program was designed so that it would also serve as a conference
packet.

Also a neat idea!

The Decatur Holiday Inn
U.S. Route 36 West and Wyckles Road
Decatur, Illinois 62522

I N.O VEMBER 2 ~ 3 ~ 4,

'[t\£1'1\£
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''THE PRINCIPAL AS T H E
INST RUCTIONAL LEADER''
0

0

A CELEBRATION .....
that heralds the year of the Principal!

A CELEBRATION .....
that features some of the biggest names
in the educational and personal development fields!

"tr

BILL HALLORAN

~

COUNT THEM ~ "FROM THE TRENCHES" WORKSHOPS
· PLUS 36 LED BY PRACTITIONERS FROM· ILLINOIS!!

THIS IS A MUST!

I
f

I

Check inside pages for details
and your early FREE Registration Form!
SPONSORED BY THE EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
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'\~ ILLIN01S PRINCIPAL AS THE INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER
CONFERENCE
Decatur Holiday Inn , Decatur, Illinois

November 2 - 3 - 4, 1980

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1980
GENERAL CONVENING SESSION I

6 to 7 p .m .

"THE 80'S? WHAT TO EXPECf AS THE INSTRUCfiONAL LEADER?"
Dr. Nolan Estes
·

From tire Trenches

7:15 ~o 8 p .m.

Six 4 5-minute small group worftsftops
Suess Ma"agement- Teacfrtr Evaluation - Faculty Development
·,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER l, 1980

.. '

GENERAL SESSION II

8:30 to 9 :30 a.m.

· ··

," YOU COTTA' BE A TEACHER OF- PEOPLE WHO TEACH"
Bill Page

From the Trenches

9:4 5 to 10:30 a.m.

Six 4 5-mi"ute small group worftsftops
Commu"ications - Career Education - Use of Computers in Management

GENERAL SESSION Ill

10:45 to 12 noon

" A LOOK AT YOUR FUTURE"
Vance Packard

2 to 3 p .m .

GENERAL SESSION IV
" YOUR ANNUAL SHAKE-UP"
Jack Linkletter

From tire Trenches

3: 15to4p.m .

Six 4 5-mi"ute small group workshops
Discipline - Teacfttr Effectiveness - Building Goals

From the Trenches

4: 15 to 5 p .m.

Six 4 5-minute small group worftsftops
Setti"g Lifetime Nutritional Habits- Emphasizing Basic Skills- Community Relati

7 to 8 p .m.

. ·.:;r--····

.

,.
'~

GENERAL SESSION V
·" YOU COTTA' BE A LEADER OF PEOPLE WHO TEACH READING"
··- ··
~ ~ • · · · Bill Halloran

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1980

From the Trenches

8 :30 to 9: 15 a.m.

Six 4 5-minute small group worftsftops
A chievement Levels - Minimal Competencies - Organizational Development

From the Trenches

9:30 to 10: I 5 a.m .

Six 4 5-minute small group worftsftops
Time Management - Assertiveness Training - Needs Assessments

GENERAL AND FINAL SESSION VI

10:30 to 12:30 p .m.

·.

"GETTING THINGS DONE"
Nancy Dickerson
and
" WE'RE IN THIS TOGEtHER AND FROM HERE ON IT'S UP"
.. Dr. Donald Gill

. ...··. .

.

......

MAKE RESERVATIONS DIRECTLY WITH THE HOLIDAY INN (SPECIAL RESERVATION CARD ENCLO

.

.

_, ,

.

. .

.

:

.

FEATURING SEVEN TRULY OUTSTANDING LEADERS and SPEAXERS
DR. NOLAN ESTES
Professor. Department of Education Administration. University of Texas
Most recently. the Superintendent of the Dallas School System. past Presi·
dent of the. Texas Association of School Administrators. Dr. Nolan Estes
has been for hi~ lifetime. one of American education's most outstanding
innovators and human beings! A man with a world of experience looks at
your wo~ld of the 80's.

BILL PAGE
Associate. University Learning Center. Nashville. Tennessee
ruly. "the teacher of teachers!" Come prepared to laugh your head off.
ut be sure to take notes so that you can take the wisdoms of the exce~
'onal teacher back to your staff! If you could package this giant of a mind
and man. -your success in education would be assured.

VANCE PACKARD
Author. Fairfield County. Connecticut
Considered to be America's most valued social critic because of his valid.
insightful books d~tailing America's ways. From "The Hidden Persuaders"
through " The Naked Society" to his last book. 'The People Shapers." he
can bring much to the people managers who are the Principals of today!

JACK LINKLETTER
TV Personality and Entrepreneur. Beverly Hills. California
on of a famous father who has totally esta.blished his own credentials in
e fields of management and investment. Jack Linkletter spellbindingly
kes you through the challenging evaluation techniques that help reduce
e stress often involved with your difficult decision making.

BILL HALLORAN
Associate. The Educational Center. Fairfield. Massachusetts
Described by all who have ever heard him as the most winning advocate
of reading's importance to education in the entire educational world .
. Guaranteed to inspire you to go back home full of enthusiasm for reading
as the key to success!

NANCY DICKERSON
NCB-TV News Journalist. Washington. D.C.
Named "Woman of the Year" by Radio TV Daily; one of the "I 00 Women
of Accomplishment:' by Harper's Bazaar. and "One of America's Top Ten
Reporters" by Variety. Mrs. Dickerson will relate education's efforts to
"get things done" plus. naturally. a ''last·minute tip" to all on Election
.Day. the day she speaks to us!

DR. DONALD G. GILL
State Superintendent of Education in Illinois
Our new State Superintendent was a teacher. elementary and junior high
principal in Illinois before becoming Superintendent of Schools for Volusia
County, Florida. He has been given the President's Citation by IASA and
the "Conspicuous Service" Award by NASSP.

AConference jointly sponsored by Title IV. ESEA. Part C. Illinois State Board of Education. Donald G. GMI. State Superinten·
dent of Education. and the East Central Illinois Center for Educational Improvement. Howard E. Brown. Administrative Agent.
No official endorsement of the positions taken in this Conference is implied by this sponsorship.
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ILLI~OIS PRI~-;;PAL AS THE INSTRUcriONAL LEADER
'
CONFERENCE
• DECATUR HOLIDAY .I NN. DECATUR. ILLINOIS 62522

NOVEMBER 2- 3- 4, 1980
Please print or type:
Name
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Position T i t l e - - - - - - . . , . - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _.-__ __;___ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip
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This Registration Form must be received by October 27. 1980.

POST RIGHT NOW TO:

~lillllrn®~® ®~mm {®rr
rnoooo©&'iJI]®IMill. ·~~[pOO®\YJrnlUlrnrn1f
240 south frankltn street
decatur, UUnole 62523

FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL US (217) 423•
Our
Charge
for this Conference
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~~m®~; ;~~~oo ~~:
rnrnoo©&vn®m&~
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"By assisting Principals in improving their capabilities In gen
administration. instructional leadership and personnel mana
ment. the State Board of Education is building on its goal of eff
. tive coordination and partnership with local school districts."
(State Board Po
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240 south franklin street
decatur, illinois 62523

TO:
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Y0 U R

R E G I S T RAT I 0 N
for the

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS CONFERENCE
DECATUR HOLIDAY INN, NOVEMBER 2, 3, 4, 1980
has been RECEIVED and ACCEPTED.
(Note: Registration ONLY is paid by our ICEI Center.)
We do look forward to seeing you!
east central region
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ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS

CONFERENCE
The Decatur Holiday Inn
U.S. Route 36 West and Wyckles Rood
Decatur, Illinois 62522

NOVEMBER 2 - 3 - 4, 1980

'THE PRINCIPAL AS THE
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER''
I
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THE

\

ILLINOIS PRINCIPAL AS THE INSTRUCTIONAl lEAD~
CONFERENCE PROGRAM '.
.j
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1980

I

6 to 7 p.m.

...

I

·I

GENERAL CONVENING SESSION I-ADM ROOM
r

•

O fficial Welcome and P~esid.lng :

. ·::... :·

l.ntrod~ctio~· Of.the Speok~rt:··>·~-:: ·. or:· John Wargo, Ex~~~tive D-Irector ..

: : :. . ·. .: · ·. ·
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·. : ··· . Illinois Assoication of School
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Borg-Warner Room
. · ..
.,"SETTING liFETIME NUTRITIONAl HABITS;' ·. ',··
Presenter: Cathy Neal . ·
.:·., :. ~·
· .' Food Service Director, Urbano School District 116

Ho~t: Richard Pet ers ·

.,:: .•

. ·r ·.. ·:·
Hirkland East R.oom
'·. ··, ·
"THE PRINCIPAl & THE PTA, PARTNERS IN EDUCAnON'•
. · ·· ..
Presenters: Arlene Zielke
·.,... ,:.: ... ·:·.

Illinois Power Room
··:
" HOW TO DO A NEEDS ASSESSMENT TO HELP
BUilD BUilDING GOAlS"
.
Presenter: Dr. Patricia Conran · :.r

Host: Dr. Jerrv Foster

·

·.

••

I

J~

0

:~

~

' ·.

·._
:; · ~·:·· ·

0

o

'

•

•

o

0
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0

· Exe<uttve Director, Illinois Advisorv Councl on AVTE

' ;·:•"

'Host: Koren Trimb\)-Poulson, Pri~l~.

Dutf_- eem..
....
..

. '

6 ·. ·

Mueller Room
"
TEACHER
EVAlUATIONS
THAT HElPI"
....
Presenter: Dr. Don Marcotte
.

Principal, Geneva High School

· Host: John Walther .
' ·

Superintendent, lutheran School Assadotlon. Decotvr

MONDAV,·: NOVEMBER 3;··1980
f

.

::: ~ :·-!'> ,' .

:'

...·.·

i

!'WHY YOU HAVE TO HElP YOUR KIDS TO PICK
, . · ~·· :- :' TO BE READY FOR THEIR CAREERS'~ .. ..
·::it/:
..,,·· ...:· ·· Presenter· Peter Johnson . ".'·'/.·' .:·.
-f \,

Assistant Superintendent for Currkulvm and InstructiOn
Community Consolidated School Dlstrkt 146. Tinley Pork .

Host: Judith Walsh, Pmdpol.loketown Elem.• Spmgi;eld

... .. ·.'.·, ... .

4·· ·. --: ··.· :.: ···inrkland west·R~.o~·

3

Planning & Research, ISBE

•

· ,...:;:·;_;·, .; M anager. Region IV, Program Services Team ...

. '

Host: Therese Sheehy,

0

Superintendent, Grundv KendoD Educational Servke Region

· · ·. · ·...,. ·.. :.

Superintendent: Str eator Elementorv District 4S . ·.: :~.:~ :: ,; ·

ond Helen Whalen, President; Illinois Congress of PTA ·. ' . :

0

.:· ~.

Modern Income life Room
" TEACHING ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING"
· .:. .
Presenter: · Richard Hrose

.,

· . · ·: ,:;··.'i·'·.··

M ember. Illinois ~tc;;te 8001'd·of Educati011. ·: ..: · .:<:..::

•

. ·,

..

. >:::

•

Dr. Nolan Estes
·.. ·
.·. ,..
· · .....
Professor. Deportment of Education Administration ·
..
Universitv of Texas
· ·

. . .

'"

·

•

· "THE SO's? WHAT TO EXPECT AS THE INSTRUCTIONAl lEADER?" :J.,..
·~. ·

5

I
•

•

.· .Howard E. Brown, Macon Region Schook
· ·•
. . . :: ;:· :~· · ,.:·: ·.
:
·.. )·.j··: -...•· ·. .: .Superintendent and Administrative A
• · ·.: · ·. ··· · · • ,. :,.=:.:':_;:.. ::·...:··. :; .' ··.:J~;,·.:'L:q,:,,......·~·~· ···:.• ·"··~;·:~·· East CentraiiCEI ··· ·:..·,.< ·' .. ·1 • •,.},.>,.-·; .;·.
,.'·,.". ... .
. ·.::.: ~/.~: .... ~..":. ·· ..:.,··!!;~··.··;t:::\~;- ... i ..:.:. -~ ..~- :. ~~·.
• .·. ~
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THE

IlliNOIS PRINCIPAL AS THE INSTRUCT,ONAllEADER
CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Monday, November 3rd, continued •••
9:45 to 10:30 a.m. From the Trenches
Six 45-minute small group workshops

REPEAT OF SUNDAY EVENING'S 1 THROUGH 6 WORKSHOPS
:: ... · ··'·:···:
.. Same·
Rooms, Same Presenters!
•'····
.
. .

..

10:45 to 12 noon

GENERAl SESSION Ill- ADM ROOM
Presiding:

David 0 . Cooprider, Macon Educational Service Aeglon
Assistant Superintendent

. "A LOOK AT YOUR FUTURE"
Vance Packard
Author
Fairfield County, Connecticut

GENERAl SESSION IV-ADM ROOM

2 to 3 p.m.

Presiding:

3:15 to 4 p.m.

I

William Sullivan, Executive Director
Illinois Principals Association

"YOUR ANNUAl SHAKE-UP"
Jack Linkletter
TV Personality and Entrepreneur
Beverly Hills, California

From the Trenches

..

Six 45-minute small group workshops

'

'I

7

8

Modern Income life Room

Mueller Room

"MICROPROCESSORS THAT SPEAK THE
PRINCIPAl'S lANGUAGE"

Presenters: Dr. Tom Jandris

"ADMINISTRATIVE STRESS MAY CAUSE
YOU FUTURE BURNOUT!"

· ·

Presenter: Bob Blazier

Principal. Barrington High School
and Robert Fox, President, Micropower Computer Company
· Host: Neal Tucker. IV·C Program SpeciartSt, ISBE

9

Kirkland East Room

Superintendent, Crvstal Lake Oistrkt 4 7

Host: Dr. Lorry Roth.

10

Presenter: Dr. Elsie Johnson

Presenter: Dr. Robert Mees
Principal. Lakeland E!ementorv. Carbondale
Superintendent , Arcola District 306

Kirkland West Room
"ORGANIZATIONAl DEVElOPMENT- .
A MUST FOR PRINCIPAlS!"

"THE FOUR SKillS NEEDED BY THE PRINCIPAl
AS INSTRUCTIONAl lEADER"

Host : Jo hn A. Lowey,

Asst. Supt., Danville Dlstrtc:t 118

Host:

Sup erintendent, School District 93, Wheaton
Robert Turner. Associate Supt.. De catur School District 61
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ILLINOIS PRINCI·PAl AS THE INSTRUCTIONAl lEA
. . CONFERENCE PROGRAM
:. ·
·. .
:

Monday, November 3rd, continued •••· .

. , 4:15 to 5 P·lll· :

I

... ...

:~

:

From the Trenches ·
Six 45-minute small. group workshops

·.'.·. . ~: -~, ··.: - .· ;·::.;:·_.,.. .... ·@v·
. . ·· · ... , . ·..::: .·.. · ·
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· .GENERAl SESSION V-ADM ROOM
Mrs. Arlene Zielke, Chicago
· Member Illinois State Board of Education
· and Illinois Stat~ PTA Legislation Chairman. . ·

presiding:

"YOU GOTTA' BE A LEADER OF PEOPLE WHO TEACH READING"
Bill Halloran ·
. ..
Associate, The Educational Center
.·
Fairfield, Massachusetts

·TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1980
8:30 to 9:~ 5 a·.m .;. From·the Trenches

....
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· . Six 45-minute small group workshops
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F.. The Costs and Contracts for A11

A budget of $20,000 was requested and allocated for this activity.
Each dollar had to be accounted for.

Budgets were prepared, revised, and

finalized.
In keeping with state and federal requirements, each service provided
had to be contracted.
presenters.

Contracts were prepared and sent to all speakers and

Pleas were made for each contract being properly signed and

returned.
All additional required services for conference site, printing,
signs, etc., were contracted.
we were on target.

Programmatically, all was ready.

The budget had been followed.

Financially,

(Attachments F.)
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Costs and Contracts
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cast central region

~~~~~®0@ ©~~lf~OO ~®[(
~OOliD©ffiVO®~&\~ 0[Ul[pffi@\YJ~U11~~1f

240 ·s outh frnnldin s treet
decatur. illinois 62523
PHONE 217•423-3280

A

TollfRHlDNC . .~U.NCl

Titl~

I•ID0•2S2·159'1

lV C ProJect

Achntnlstrative Agent • lio,vnrd E. Brown • Mncon County Regional Superintendent or Schools

August 20, 1980

Or. Tom Jandris, Principal
Barrington High School
616 West Main Street
Barrington, Illinois 60010
Dear Tom:
This letter \'lill -serve to confirm the
your associate, Robert Fox, President
presentation titled, "Hicroprocessors
Illinois Principals Conference at the
your presentations will be :

arrangements that \'ie are making for you and
of Micropower Comp'u ter Company, to do a joint
that Speak the Principal's language," at our
Holiday Inn of Decatur. The schedule for

t-1onday, November 3, 1980 - 3:15 to 4:00 p.m.
4:15 to 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday , November 4, 1980 8:30 to 9:15 a.m.
9:30 to 10:15 a.m.
All presentati9ns will be in the same room, the name of which we ~ill give you later.
For this we hav~ agreed to pay round-trip mileage· for you. at 17~ · per mile,
'
and to put you and Bob in a nice double ro om . a~ the Holiday Inn for Sunday night,
November 2, and Monday night, November 3, plus your meals for the Conference.
There is no honorarium involveq. .
We have enclosed a self-addressed envelope so that you and Bob can quickly complete
and return the enclosed Contracts.
We do sincerely appreciate you \'Ianting to do this, Tom, and do look forward to
\'/hat promises to be an outstanding presentation at our outstanding Conference!
With

ki~dest

Nash
Director
~n

Dt1:cj
Enclosures

personal regards,

XXlXX~~

.·

__.

Illinois Statewide 1
Pri~cipals Conference .

east central region

decatur. illinois 62523
PHON( 21)•423-3280

TourutLOHGOISTAIICl 1-8DD•2S2-1S97

A 'l'JtJe IV C ProJect

RECEIVED
Adtninistrntive At.:ent •

:Ho~·A.rd

E . Bro·wn • l\.fncon County Regional Superintendent or Scbools

SEP 11 t980
ICEI

CONSULTANT CONTRACT FORM
-">-Date
1. Consul tant
Address

--'-7'-,~-/~·~-4-~-t/;;~~0____

Dr. Tom Jandris

------~----------(r~Na
~m
~e'
)--~---------------------------

I'

------~6~16~W~e~s~
t _M~a_i_
n_S_t_r_e_et~(_
B_a_
rr_i_n~g_to_n_H_
i ~gh__S_c_
ho_o_l~)________________
-=Ba=rc....:.rc....:.i~ng..._t=-=o~n....., _;I::. . ; :L:. . . .__;:6. . ; :0-=-0.;:. .0-=----l

Phone

312/381-1400

Affiliation __B_a_r_r_i_n_..g.t_o_n__H_i=gh_S_c_h_oo_l___ _ Position

Principal

--/" Social Security Number
2. District or ESR Name
{\•thi chever app 1i es) ___N_/_A______________________________
3. Amount of time contract covers
4. Method and amount of payment

Four Workshop Sessi.ons - November 3

&

1

1

1980

By check : Mileage (17¢/mi. Round-trip), Overnight

Lodging (Nov. 2 & 3), Meals for the Conference.

-------------------------------

5. Objectives:
Joint presentation with Robert Fox at four Workshop Sessions:
"Microprocessors that Speak the Principal's Language"

Signatures:
_,_··-·>- {a) Con sultant
6.

(b)

-

~J~t*~~KX~*XR~~XMMXXXZM

~x~x~~~~«Kx«~~~x~xx

.

Hv . •u• -
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cast. centl·al region

~~~D~®D~ ©~[(]TI~rn1 ~®[?
~ooao©ffiTr~®[}iJffi~ mxAJ[;Jrn1®\YJ~~~u~lY

240 south frnnklln street
decatur. illinois 62523
PHOII£ 2tl•42J-3280

A

TOllfAHlONCOOISTANC:[

~ritlo

1-000•2S2-1S97

IV C Project

A<hnlnl s trnttve Age nt • 1-Iownrd E. Dro,vn • l\1ucon County RegionAl Superlntendcnt of Schools

September 16, 1980

Dr. Tom Jandri s , Principal
Barrington High School
616 West Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
Dear Tom:
We are returning a signed copy of your Contract for the
Illinois Principals' Conference .
We are also enclosing copi es of our Conference Brochure.
We are truly pl eased that you are going to be with us as
a Horkshop Presenter \'lith Bob Fox and do look forward to
seein9 and hearing you!
Sincerely,

Dan Mash
Director
cj

Enclosure

.

.

east central region

~~~m~®~@ @~~v~rn ~®ll
I~®00@&IY~®~!A\~ m~[;J[Ki®\YJ~~~~IJ

240 south franklin s treet
decatur. illinois 62523
PHON£ 217•423·3280

TourartlDMODISfANCl I•BOD•2S2 · 1597

A Title IV C ProJect

Adtntnletratlve Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Sohoole

August 18, 1980

Mr. Bi 11 Ha 11 oran ·
33 Westwood Drive
Westfield, Massachusetts 01085
Dear Bi 11:
Thank you very, very much for agreeing to appea.r at our Statewide Principals
Conference on Monday, November 3, 1980, at 7 p.m. CST at the Holiday Inn of
Decatur. We are enclosing a contract that will cover your appearance with us
.•
We know that it is possible to fly directly from Houston to Decatur, Illinois,
on Ozark Airlines, and perhaps you can make that flight. Nevertheless, plans
are for you to be .met at the Decatur Airport by your "host/guardian" who will
also have the privilege of introducing you that evening.
It is most important that you note that in the State of Illinois the Basic Skills,
led by Reading, have been identified as our most urgent educational needs. Therefore, we have taken the liberty of titling your fifty-five minute presentation,
"You Gotta' Be a Leader of People Who Teach Reading!"
Please complete and return the enclosed Contract specifying the amount of your
round-trip air fare. Of course, we will also reimburse you for your meals, any
ground transportation, and overnight lodging. We will require receipts for all
of these items . We will also make sure to provide transportation back to the
airport for your return flight to ~lestfield.
By this time Mrs. Halloran should have put into the mail to us a glossy, black
and white photo along with your bibliography so that you can take your rightful
place in our Conference Brochure and be properly introduced.
We have enclosed an addressed envelope for your convenience in returning this
Contract to us. As quickly as our Administrative Agent Howard E. Brown countersigns, we will return a copy of it to you.
With kindest personal regards,

6an Mash
Director
DM:cj
Enclosures
cc Howard E. Brown

east central region

.

·

~~~~~®~® ®~~v~rn g®[f

240 south franldin street
decatur. illinois 62523

~(ID[ID@&\tr~®~!M~ 0~(?00@\Yl~~~~JlJ

PHONE 217•423·3200

Tourotu

loHC:DISTAHCt

1·800•252-1597

A Title IV C ProJect

Admlnl ~tt"ntive Agent • 1-Iownrd E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent oC Schools

September 8, 1980
Mrs. Arlene Zielke
3724 West 107th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60655
Dear Arlene:
It was certainly very nice meeting you at the Regional Superintendents ' meeting on
Wednesday in Champaign. Thank you very much for agreeing to do the following:
1. Be part of a team that hopefully might even include the State President of
the PTA (pl ease give us her name, if she can do it) that will make the bm
,.,J
45-mi nute Workshop presentations on the subject, -'LYpu~P.a-l&:r¥{)\H"!,-..,PfM 11 ;1u.-p,,..-c 'f ,
The first \'/Orkshop is scheduled at 7:15 to 8:00p.m. on Sunday evening, ~ FTA
November 2; and t~e se~ond one, from 9:45 to 10:30 ~. m. ?.n Honday mor~i ng, i>~:.J::~-1::
November 3. \~e \'1111 glVe you the name of the room 1n \'lhlch both sess1ons '" ,..
will be held, later.
2. For this, as you \'li 11 see on the enc1osed Contract, we \1/i l1 agree tQ pro vi de
you with the mileage from Chicago and return at 17¢ per mile; your meals
while you are here; and your lodging for either yourself or for you and the
president for Sunday night at the Decatur Holiday Inn. Please keep your
receipts for all reimbursements.
3. That you as a member ·of the Illinois State Board of Education \'lill introduce
.I
Bill Halloran, who will be the speaker at the fifth General Session \'thich is
to take place from 7 to 8 p.m. on t·1onday evening, November 3. It is my
understanding that you will be leaving right after that presentation to go
back to Chicago because of your . urgent business there the next morning.
You need to sign and return the Contrac~ to us in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope, please.
1

1

Bill
Halloran 's subject, you will notice from the enclosed brochure, is titled
11
You Gotta' Be a Leadet~ of People ~Jho Teach Reading." You will also see his picture
there. He is that handsome! \ole are also enclosing a copy of the bibliography \-lhich
he sent us so that you can prepare your short introduction.
If you have any questions, please call us on our toll-free number 800/252-1597, and
please be assured that we distinctly feel that it is a privilege to have you with us
to do this service for the Principals of .the State of Illinois!
With kindest regards,

-t:Mn Ma sh

Director
OM~cj

~

Enclosures

:

G.

Publicity for the Conference

It wasn't enough to post the brochures to the state's principals.
Others, including the organizations and representatives identified with the
advisory committee needed to be exhorted to publicize and emphasize their
support of the conference.
If~

large turnout for the conference was _desired, it had to be

vigorously pursued.

(Attachments G.)
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TO: The Rev. Niles J\ Gillen

FROM: Dan Nash
DATE: SeptemberS, 1980
SUBJECT: Statewide Illinois Principals Conference
I would deeply appreciate your stressing
the importance of a Conference like this
to your Principals who might want to
attend. They have been sent this
announcement.
Kindest regards .
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October 2, 1980

Mr. lee }1i 1ner
Illinoi s State Board of Education (S-489)
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777
Dear l ee:
Thank you very much for expressi ng your good and much-needed i nterest in doing what
you can to help us publicize the Ill inois Principals' Conference. Since this is
funded by ISBE t hrough Title IV, Part C, \•te certainly are \'forking very, very hard
to make sur e that it i s \·tell received by the Pri ncipal s of the State. There is
every i ndication so far that it will be.
There are many unique features about the Conference. Actually, this Conference
addresses a need that the ISBE has recognized for some time now . Dr . Joseph Cronin
had appointed a task force to begin meeting this Board directive. Thi s charge
and our region ' s Needs Assessment bore out the fact that Principals needed to
find the time and skil l s in order to become instructi onal l eaders .
The dynamic and famous· persona 1 i ties that wi 11 pro vi de the Genera 1 Sessions'
presentations will all speak specifically to the human talents and characteristics
that are needed to do this job. The thirty-six ~Jorkshop Sess ions \'Jill be presented
by practitioners from Illinois; i.e., Principal s, Curriculum people, Superintendents, ·
and Regional Superintendents \'/ho will not only tell the attendees how to do it
but will be ava.ilable in the State l ater .on as colleagues.
So far, from ISBE, Donald Muirheid will be intrqducing Dr. Gill; and Arlene Zielke
\iill be maki ng bto presentations on "The Principal & the PTA, Partners in Education,n
al ong \·tith the president of the Illinoi s Congress of PTA. \~e are involving Illinoi s
Principals' Association, the Chicago Princi pal s ' Associ ation, IASA , and IASB in
vari ous important roles in the Conference. All this, to shmv that this is an
effort spearheaded by ISBE by involving the i mportant others at the organizational
l evel.
Sincerely hope that we have given you something to go on that \'fill allow you to
take off on this! Please feel free to check with Therese Sheehy in your building
and/or with us if we can be of any further personal help.
Very

~ratefully,

1Jan ~1ash
Director
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~ lninois State Board of Education
.
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Donald F. Mulrheid
Chairman

Donald G. Gill
State Supermtenelellt of Education

RECEIVE

For Further Information: 217/782-464
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JCEI

Springfield, IL., Oct. 28, .1980--The instructional leadership
role of school principals is the focus of a three-day conference
being presented November 2-4 at the Decatur Holiday Inn under joint
sponsorship of the East Central Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement and the Illinois State Board of Education.
Illinois principals are invited to attend any or all of the 43
activities that will be offered without charge .

Seven general

session keynote addresses have been planned , the first beginning at
6:00 p.m. Sunday , November 2.

Another 36 small group workshops ,

exploring current issues facing educators, will be offered during the
intervals between main sessions .
State Superintendent of Education Donald G. Gill, a former
Illinois principal and an active promoter of the profession, will
keynote the final general session Tuesday.

Other main speakers ·

· include:
-Dr. Nolan Estes, Professor, University of Texas
-Bill Page, Associate, University Learning Center, Nashville,
Tennessee
-Vance Packard, Author, Fairfield County, Connecticut
-Bill Halloran , Associate , The Educationa l Center , Fairfield,
Massachusetts
-Jack Linkletter, TV Personality, Beverly Hills, California
-Nancy Dickerson, NBC-TV News Journalist, Washington, D.C.
State Board members Arlene Zielke and Donald Muirheid will also
-over-

. .... .. ..

. .. . _· I

~

. ..

..
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~·

be presenters at the conference which will run from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
on Sunday, November 2; from 8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. on Monday,
November 3; and from 8:30 a.m. -

1~:30

p.m. on Tuesday, November 4.

Participants can register at the conference.
should be made directly with the hotel •

... .. .

: ·.

Room reservations

lPG
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October 29, 1980

Nr. lee Milner
Information Services
Illinois State Board of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Il 62777
Dear Lee:
Just received copy of the Illinois State Board of Education
NEWS release regarding our Illinois Principals' Conference.
It was extremely well done, and we do most sincerely appreciate
the very kind help that you \'/ere willing to give us for this
Conference.
I hope, if you h~ve the chance, that you might drop in for
any or all of the Conference. Some of the sessions may, indeed,
be worthy of some individual releases by your good office.

Take QOOd care,

-

Dan Mash
Director

Df.l:cj

/

WE'VE LOOKED AND LOOKED AND LOOKED • • •
but we didn't find many of your ~ncipa~s registered for

THE ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER

2-3-4J 1980J DECATUR HOLIDAY INN,

We are hoping your

~ncipa~s

can be there!

THERE's STILL TIME To REGISTER!
east central reston
(NO REGISTRATION FEE ! )

DOlJl1rn®o~ ©~rnwoo f1®U'
~oooo©tM1TI1®rnffi~ OliAl~®\YJ~ruJ~rnv
240 south frankUn street
decatur. 11UnoJs 62623
,MDNl 11'•423•3210
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A Title IV C ProJect
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240 south franldin street
decatur, illinois 62523
fltOHE 217•423-3280

TDllrUtlDHO DISTAHtE

1-800•252-1597

A Title IV C ProJect
Administrative Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

October

20~

1980

Dear Media Friend:
I have enclosed the Brochure for the first-ever Statewide Illinois
Principals' Conference scheduled for November 2~ 3, and 4 at the Decatur
Holiday Inn. It is co-sponsored by the -Illinois State Board of Education
and the Illinoi s Center for Educational Improvement, one of the varied
educational services provided by our Regional Office.
The theme, "The Principal as Instructional Leader~" will attract
approximately 700 ~rincipals from all over the state.
As you can see, the Conference features some of the biggest names in the
educational and motivational fields. Their ti1nes of appearances are noted.
\·tould sincerely invite you or your staff people to attend and seek any
coverage that you feel is ~ppropriate to your purposes.

~!e

Please call me on any questions or help you may need at 423-3404.
Sincerely,

Howard E. Brm.,rn
cj

Enclosure

Media
Distribution List
Decatur Herald &Review - Phone: 429-5151
Jan Gilarski and Jeff Herrell
Herald and Revie\'1 Daily Ne\1/spapers·
601 E. Hilliam Street
Decatur, IL 62523
Decatur Tribune - Phone: 422-9702
fk. Paul Osborne, Publ. Ed. and/or Vicky Henneberry
Decatur Tribune
257 E. Grand Avenu·e
Decatur, IL 62522
WAND - Phone: 424-2540
Mr. Dick Hestbrook,. Ne\·ls Dir.
HAND Television
904 South Side Drive
Decatur, IL 62521
HCIA - Phone: 429-9871
Hs. · Linda Hughes
HCIA - TV NHJS
2125 Cleannont
Decatur, IL 62526
WSOY - Phone: 877-5371
Mr. Stuart Ellis, News Dir.
WSOY Radio Station
1100 E. Pershing Road
Decatur, IL 62~26

WDZ - Phone: 423-984(
Steve Bellinger,. News Dir.
265 South .. Park
·
Decatur, IL 62523

THE VOICE

~ 875-2231
Horace B. L1vingston, Editor
3180 North Woodford
Decatur, IL 62526

THE DECATUR SPOTLIGHT - 429-5865

B. Theo. Green, Editor
P.O. Box 522
Decatur, IL 62525
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OCTOBER, 1980

VERiV!ILION COUI\rTY. . ...

' .·

S C H 0 0 L: N E WS

JAJ'fl.ES H. EILIS,

~UPERINIEND&\'T

RICHARD \o!EIJ.ER , AssiSTANT SUPERINTENDENT
. .. .
.

OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL
SUPERINTENDEHr OF SCHOOLS
VERr1ILION COIDrrY; ILLINOIS

CAlENDAR

OCIDBER, 1980
24-30
Association ·of School Business Officials Meet~, New Orleans
28
IASB, Illini Division ~1eeting, Rid~efarrn Elementary
29-31.
Foreign ~a~e &. International Studies Conference, Ramada Inn
Danville, Il1.1?ois
'·

;

.

,.

NOVEr'llBER, 1980

11

i5

17-21
18
20-24
30

Illinois Principals Conference, Decatur Holiday Inn
Illinois Council of Teachers of l'la.thernatics, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, Illinois
Veterans' Day· - A legal school holiday
,· .
Last day for · ~egtonal Superintendent to submit district · annual
f~~cial reports -and audits to State
· ·
American Education Heek
Sub-Re~ional Vocational Meetinp.;, VarEC Center, 9: 00 .Af'-1
Annual Conference - Illinois Association of School Boards, Palmer
House, Chicago
·
·.
.
Last d~y for publishinf. annual fiscal statement of school district

VOCATIONAL DIRECTORS J\l'JD AJ1·1fiNISTRATOFS - Ken Knell, Regional· Vocational Director
has called a sub-regional vocational meetinp.; at the VOI'EC Center from 9·:qo N-1
through 12: 30 PI'-1 on Tuesday, Noverrber 18. Please bring your materials.
ILLINIOS PRINCIPAlS CONFERENCE - To be held at the Decatur Holiday Inn, U. S.
Route 36 \•!est and \llyckles Road, Decatur, on November 2-4 ; the Conference \dll be
featurin~ speakers in both the educational and personal development fields such as :
Dr. Nolan Estes, Bill Page, Vance Packard, Jack Linkletter, Bill Halloran, Nancy
Dickerson and Dr. Donald Gill. For fUrther infomation contact our office.
Registrati~n forms for the Conference must_ be received no later than October 27, 1980.
VETh'ULION comm COUNCIL FOR EXCEPriONJ\L CHILDREN - 'lhe Vermiiion County Council
for Exceptional Children l'llll hold its next meetinp: on Uednesday, noverrber 5; ·The
rneetinp; \·lill be held at Jocko's Pizza Inn \-lith a social hour and dinner from 6:007:00 Pi•1. Persons attendinp.: can simply order from the menu. For those not wi·s hing
to eat, the business meeting will start at 7:00 and be adjourned by 8:00 Ft~. The
topic of discussion \'Illl be a conmunity services booklet for the handicapped. A
Ray Graham t·1emorial Grant has been applied for to help defra_y the cost of print!M.
The booklet \'IOUld contain such thinp.:s as services available to the handicapped in
Vermilion County, as well as the united States. Other services to be included will
be such thinP,s as doctors, dentists, etc. . • . \<?ho are tdllin~ to \'Jork with handicapped persons. Parents often don't lmo\'I which barbers \-7111 cut their childrens'
hair~ what optom~trist \>rill test the eyes of a severely handicapped student \.zho
cannot even speak. 'lhis t~.rpe of a booklet' is greatly needed in Vermilion County.
rrhe Council is also placing business cards \-Jhich read: HELP f'.'IAKE CCJ'll''iUTING-EASillR
FOR }lAi'-<TIICJ\PPED PERSONS BY PARKING TI-l NOH-HANDICAPPED SPACES, on the windshields of
persons \•rho disregard the handicapped parkinr; sip;n in Vermilion County. Come and
help make life eas:!.er for handicapped persons. The Vermilion County Council for
Exceptional Children is doing scmethinp; for the hand:tcapped population in
Vermilion County. Handicapped parkinr; cards are available upon request !'rom
Stephen Johns, f.1cKinley School, 210 Avenue 11 C'!, Danville, Illinois, 443-2900, Ext •
..__ ,.,,., .....
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Final Instructions to All the Participants

The conference date was drawing near.

Now was the time to make

sure that the entire Cast of characters .. knew their exact role and place
11

in the conference .
Information sheets were a must.
had to be sent to all participants.

Letters expl aining those sheets

Someone needed to be assigned as host

to each speaker and presenter and be available at all times to assist him
or her.

(Attachments H.)
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Attachments H•
•
• Final Instructions to Participants

PHONE 2n•423-32fl0

lollfRU lOHGDISrANCI' 1·BDD•252-l5·?7

A 'l'itle IV C ProJect

.
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.
· Adn'llnl!:<trntlve Al:ent ·• Howat·d E. Brown • l\.Incon Count>· ReglonA.l.Superlntendent of Schools

MENORANDUH
'

TO: Bill Halloran
Dh·ector~

FROM:

Dan Hash:.

DATE:

October 13, 1980

SUBJECT:

Request for Information
Illinois Principals' Conference

He are indeed looking fon·1ard to your presentation at om~ Illinois
Principals Conference in November. Enthusiasm is mounting daily~ so we
are most anxious to do this Confel~ence vel-y pl-operly and effectively.
For your infor:mation, He have enclosed a copy of the "instruction sheet"
which we will give to your host.
·
Nm·J, it is most important that you notify us immediately of the date,
place, time of arrival, and time of departure. Your ·host is most anxious
to accommodate you, introduce you properly, and see that your trip here
is a happy experience.
.
.

Therefore, \·Jould you complete the enclosed "GUEST SPEAKER INFORHATION SHEET''
and return it to us as soon as possible in the enclosed self-addressed ·
envelope. \~e will give this information to your host.
As soon as it is returned from the printer, \·/e \•Till fon.,ral-d you a copy of
the Confer·ence Progra.m so thSlt you may see hm•t everything is scheduled. .
Kindest personal regards.

DM:cj
·Enc1osures
cc Arlene Zielke

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
Decatur Hol iday Inn
November

2-3-4~

1980

GUEST SPEAKER INFORMAT ION SHEET
Guest Speaker Name

BiZZ HaZZoran

--~~~~~~~-------------------------------

(Reading ConsuZtant - The Learning Institute }
33 Westwood Drive
WestfieZd~

Host Name

MW

.

01085

Mrs . Arlene Zielke
------------------------------------------IZZinois State Board of Education
3724 West 107th Street
Chicago, IL

Guest Speaker Arrival Date

60655

---

Time ·

--------------------------------------~

Place

---------------------------------------

Fli ght No.

Departure Date

----------------------------------------

Time

--------------------------------------

Pl ace

--------------------------------------

Fli ght No.

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
Decatur Holiday Inn
November

TO:

Arlene

2~3-4~

1980

Zielke~ Chicago~

HOST FOR:

Member of Illinois State Board of EdUcation
ana IlZino~s State PTA Legistat~on chairman
Bill Halloran
~ Guest ~peaker

.. .. ·..

GENERAL SESSION NO.

.

V

.

.

.

· SESSION LOCATION:

ADM ROOM

-------------------

SESSION TINE: 7 to 8 pm, Monday, November

3~

1980

Host Instruction s
1.

Greet the Guest Speaker at the Airport and take to the Holiday Inn.

2.

Take Guest Speaker to session location after you both

3.

Introduce at Sess ion using bibliographic information provided.

4.

Thank the Guest Speaker and mention td the audience the time of
the next item on the Program, and close the Session on time
(if there is not another person li sted as "Presiding 11 } • •

5.

After your Session, ask th~ Guest Speaker to "check-out" at
the Registration Desk before leaving the Conference in order to
complete the paperwork that must be done in connection with the
Speaker's Conference Contract.

h~ve

registered.

,

6.

Host is also asked to "check-out" at the Registration Desk before
leaving the Conference.

7.

Return ·Guest Speaker to the Airport .

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

cast central region
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Admlnlsh·ative Agent • 1-Ioward E. Brown • Macon County Reglonnl Superintendent ot Schools

M E M0 R A N D U M
TO:

/

.

Dr; Tom Jandris and Robert Fox

FROM:

Dan

DATE:

October

SUBJECT:

Mash~

Director

13~

1980

Request for Information
Illinois Principals' Conference

We are indeed looking ·forward to your presentation at our Illinois
Principals Conference in November. Enthusiasm is mounting daily, so· we
are most anxiqus to do this Conference very properly and effectively.
For your information, \·te have enclosed a CC?PY of the 11 i nstruction sheet"
which we will give to your host.
Now, it is most important that you send us bibliographic information
immediately. Your host is most anxious to accommodate you, introduce
you . properly, and see that your trip here is a happy ~xperience.
We have enclosed a self-addressed envelope for your convenience in
sending this information to us as soon as possible. \{e will then see
that your host gets the copy.
He wi 11 forward you a copy of the Conference Program .as soon as it is
·returned ftom the pri ntet~ so th.at you may see hm'l everything is· scheduled.

Dr-1: cj

Enclosures
cc

Neal Tucker
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2'10 toouth l•·nnklln !ilrC<;Ot
dcct'tur, Jlllnuls 0 2523
Adn\lul!ftr.. Uvft Ar.reotnC • •tuW6\l"c1 f-:. Brown
~lnc:un C('tu1ktY Jh:alon"1 S'•~rJntftl'nd•nt Or ~Ch<.tOI»

TO:

Arlene Zielke

FROM:

Dan t•last}

DATE:

October~8,

SUBJECT:

Illinois

1980

~rincipals'

Conference

Here is the GUEST SPEAKER INFORMATION
SHEET for Bill Halloran with the
pertinent travel information which
should help you in planning to meet
and host him ~t our Conference.
Thanks again for all your good help.
~Je 1ook fon-1ard to seeing you soon.
. ..... .
. ..

Arl~~

~

; cj
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ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
Decatur Holiday Inn
November 2-3-4, 1980

GUEST SPEAKER INFORMATION SHEET
Guest Speaker Name

BiZZ HaZZor>an
------------------------------------------(Reading Consultant - The Learning Institute}
33 f-leswood Drive .
Westfield> MA

Host Name

01085

Mrs. Ar>lene Zielke

----~~~~~~---------------------

Illinois State Boar'd of Education
3724 West 107th Str>aet
Chicago> IL

·Guest Speaker Arrival Date

60655

h(fVRMl~)

J9fo

Time _·---.~Lf....:.:_,_J. . .<,l.....--rp~m-l.-'o,..
.
~
· _ _ _ _ _....:.__ __:___
Place ____,.Q=_.......,R.......c"'-A,:.o. . :-.b._u" "'t.o<:!l~)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Flight No.

Departure Date

..~.f3~.r~,·a..~~tL..£:.
· ~-Y~""'S::_,_l___
~

/0: t.JO

Time
Place
Flight No.

({)tVrrt$&J.

~~-;~:--'-I....,J9~~-l..O(..________

fltn.,

__f)_"~U..s..flutJ'-<LI.l...t..;llL...L.)- - - - - - - - - - 0
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appZies to any
at any ~ade in areas of reading or composition. He is very creative and dynamic. "

'~iZZ's p~esentation

teache~

MAY WE ! NTROVUCE

Or. D. Deason, Carlsbad High School
"He gave me an ALIVENESS for books. "

Bill Gould, Magnoli a
"Love him and his ideas! 1-tr. MAGNETISM
for you and yota~ teaching. 11

Harriette Hembree , Buena Vista
'~. ~ive~y expe~ence

which activates

you and your mind. "

Mary Lee Huntington, Valley Jr. High
"The MOST FANTASTIC inservice person
I've ever seen!"

Dee Kaulbach , Buena Vista

Reading
And
Writing
with
Bill Halloran

"EXTREMELY MOTIVATING! You want to get
every book you can find and do everything at once."

Sheridan Moser, Jefferson
"FANTASTIC! So many ideas!"

Bonnie Mc ilvaine, Pine

BI u. HAu.oRAN

"A MUST!

He RECHARGES aU

yo~

batte~es!"

Ginnie Unanue, Pine
"His ideas f/ORK - year after
year!"
'-./

b~

year~

after

Hilley, Magnoli a
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His~~

BILL H.AuoRAN is the

"MAN with the li.A.GIC." He generates excitement and enthusiasm _in both children and adults.
presentation is ELECTRIC! A former lecturer with Educational Consulting Associates and now with Learning Institute,

he is in great demand thro.ughout the United States and a:t'ound the wor:ld.

-

In his presentation, he will show you

\ -::,'('"'('("\e. r-

~

how to relate reading to the lives of your students

o

how to use children's fiction and non-fiction literature throughout the
entire curriculum

o

how to develop and enrich students• vocabularies without drills

~e.\ e ~ ' c:;;c..\-.a, \

. .

,
1

-\~~~~~,~~~~~~

ffio.,'SQc.\,u. )c-:!\-\\ .

~-.:-.-~~.-s

0~

~\l~~'~ey

0\'\e'

how to stimulate creative writing even by beginning or reluctant readers

o

how to use books to begin the day -in a positive manner .•• or how to save the
day when t _hings have gone wrong ·

o

how to change the 1ibrary from a room into a wonderful experience

o

how to approach discipline problems through

o

how to tap student concerns and experiences for basic skill mastery

o

hov1 to promote confident oral expression

·-

\G ~st~e\6 ~o.\e.
c::_.o \\~~~~(.~\~~

Io

li~erature

·-

this and even more WILL BE PRESENTED as the REMARKABLE BILL HAl.LoP..AN leads you through a MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE!
So, please join us •• , take this day and invest i_t in YOURSELF and your STUDENTS. Come and hear the PIED· PIPER OF

YESJ

READING!
..--..

·

\ ~l \i;

BILL believes that children WILL read when they become excited about books. Using examples from the library shelves,
he demonstrates how to use reading as a springboard to all ·the language arts--including_listening, speaking and .
writing. He \~ill give you scores of new ideas, as well as techniques and practical ways you can use library books
and make your CURRICULUM COME TO LIFE.

o

~~

east central region
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240 south franldln street
decatur. illinois 62523

A TJtle IV C ProJect

J\dmlnlstrnUve Af:'ent • Hownrd E. Dro·wn ; Macon County Regional SupcrJntendent

or Schools

ME M0 R A N D U M

TO:

Donald Muirhe\d

FROM:

Dan Mash-

DATE:

October 24, 1980

SUBJECT:

Illinois Principals' Conference

We are enclosing your copies of the Conference PROGRAM which
details all the specifics, including your special participation
at the General and Final Session VI on Tuesday, November 4. ·
~/e

do sincerely thank you and look fon'lard to seeing you there.

As you can see, our joint effort is most cert~inly directed to
the Principals of our State. We sincerely ~ope that it will
help them to be the better instructional leaders whose
professional goal is to greatly improve the quality of education
of our students.
Kindest regards.

cj
Enclosures

~ri~t

central region

~~~~rn®~® ©~mv~rn fl®rr
~OOOD©illlf~®~ill~ ~~[pOO®\Yl~~~~lY

240 south franklin street
decatur. illinois 62523
PHON£ 317•423-3280

/

ToLlrlnl

lOKODISTANt[

1•800 • 252·1597

A Tltle lV C ProJect

..
Admlnlstrnttve Agent • Howard E. Brown • ·Mncon County Regional Superintendent- ot Schools

HEt10RANDUM

TO:

~-·~o.\G>"
•

FRQr1:

Dan Mash

DATE:

October 24, 1980

SUBJECT:

Illinois Principals • Conference
Bibliographic Information and PROGRAN

As \·te promised, here is the bibliographic information for the Presenters
you are hosting. \•!e are also enclosing copies of the Conference PROGRAM.
This information, along with the •~st Instruction sheet recently sent to
you, should help you to properly accommodate and introduce your Presenter.
L~t us knm-1 if we can be of any further assistance prior to the Conference.
Otherwise, we•~1 see you there and do sincerely thank you for your good
and generous participation tm-1ard the success of this Conference!

cj

Enclosures

HIGH SCHOOL ASSISTANT .
PRINCIPAL:
' HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAD:

Downers Grove, Illinois
Springfie ld, Illinois
Barrington, Illinois

. HONORS:
1971, American Presidential Spirit
-of Honor Meda l
1972,

u.s.

Olympic Team

· 1976, U.S. Olympic Team {alternate )
Membe r of Phi Kappa Phi- Scholastic
Honor Society
Speaker of many national and state
level conf erences and conventions
for educators
Published author of my articles and
and one book
Graduated from Ph.D. program with
High Honors
HOBBIES:
Racketball ·
Marathon Running

(

DR. THOMAS P. JANDRIS

RECEIVED

616 West Main ' Street
Barrington, Illinois 60010
(312) 381-1400

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH:

OC1 23 ~
JCEt

September 6, 1948
Chicago, Illinois

' EDUCATION:
HIGH SCHOOL:

.Graduated, 1966
Proviso \\Test
Hillside, Illino~s

COLLEGE:

B.S. in Education, 1970
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois
Masters in Education, 1973
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan
Psychology Resident, 1974
University of Heidelberg
Heidelberg, \'lest Germany
Ph.D., 1978
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

EMPLOYMENT :
TEACHER AND COACH:

Junior High School
Charleston, Illinois
Senior High School
Downers Grove, Illinois

U.S. ARMY SECURITY
AGENT:

Berlin, Germany

PSYCHOTHERAPIST:

Berlin, Germany

LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST:

Minneapolis, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTOR
AND ADMINISTRATOR:

Minneapolis, Minnesota

rtlil'ii!P!TEA'§t·..,.re·· qen!W'W '

· ew

r
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microPO\l7ER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS. LTD.

REC.EIFED

10-17-80

OCT 20 1~~

Jr.Er

Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatub~ 11
62523

Bibliographic Information on Rnbert W. Fox

Robert Fox, General Manager and Owner of microPOWER~ served .
18+ years w'ith iillino:i.s · Bell· ·.Te"lephone Company in the Electronic
Switching System.
Bob worked several years as an instructor of
the Elect ron ic 'S'l·li."tching Sys i:'em ; . and ·.·al"so· ii).f·~ a. inl.ique· technical
support group~ working under the Bell Lab s . Bob does software
as uell as .·: hardw··a~e · engin~eririg •. ,~ :.M·r;· Fox···is; an Elder at
Westminister- Presbyterian Church, and is President of Rotary
South ~n Springfield.

1422 SO. FIFTH ST.

SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703

217/544-4108

. . ..... liJIIM..........It .......,lilll

n-..t:illll
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Final Conference Arrangements

The event was here.

Now came the last minute in-motel preparations

that in truth had l ong been made ready by the prepared staff.

The program

packet, l ong ago assembled, was ready to give away to the attendees; banners
and signs were to be put up with instructions on wherr and how to change them;
al l room assignments and guest speakers and presenters suites needed to be
rechecked and reused; registration desk assignments (it needed to be covered
13 hours each day) were made.
All was ready.

(Attachments 1.) .

We were set .

Now, the al most 625 registrants had to show up!

•
•

•
Attachments I.
Final Conference Arrangements

•
ILLINOIS CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL H4PROVEMENT
ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
November 2, 3, 4, 1980

ICE! STAFF ASSIGNMENTS/PROCEDURES
Time Schedule: SUNDAY - DM/CL/CJ there at 3 p.m." for initial set-up
Rest of staff there by 4 p.m. sure (or 3 p.m.)
All stay until 8 p.m.
MONDAY - All there at 7 a.m. until 8 p.m.
TUESDAY - . EM and t1AJ have day off - free to come.
·
Rest of staff there 7 a.m. through clean-up.
Dinner - SK/MAJ - 4 to 5:30
lunch - SK/MAJ - 12 to 1
ES/EM - 1 to 2
ES/EM - 5:30 to 7
Be sure to eat before coming Sunday. We'll not take
a dinner break until after 8 p.m. Sunday.
Rest of staff will stagger lunch and dinner times.

Eating Schedule:

I •
I

Registration:

Procedure will be to pull nametag and give PROGRAM to each person.
If a person doesn't know if he is registered, have him go through
his ABC line first; then to the New Registration line if no nametag has
been made. There may be confusion with the "Sisters" who hopefully
\'lill remember how they registered (by Sister Mary which would be M"or by Sister Mary Jordan \'Jhi ch \'fOUl d be under "J" ).
11

1.

DM will be "floating" and will handle the Press, etc.

2.

Cl wi 11 be ;·n ·charge of Registration Desk and NEW REGISTRATIONS.

3. ·SK/ES will be in charge of 11 GENERAL SESSIONS" and "Trenches" sign posting.
SK \'li 11 handle ·~A .- D" line
ESM - "L - P" line

MJ

"

"

"E - K" 1ine

ES - "Q - Z" line

4.

EM and MAJ will cover the Registration Desk at all times.

5.

CJ will handle Guest Speaker/Presenter/Host Registrations and Contracts
and Staff Registrations!

HAVE FUN!

---.

•

-

--~..----

..._...

·-- -:-+-- .

State Board of

Education
100 North First Street
Springfield. Illinois 62777

t

o

I

,.,

....

Donald F. Muirheid,' Chairman
. Illinois State Board of Education

·~

.

-~ .

"'

Y, · ·

l<

Donald G. Gill
State $up~rintendent of Education

SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATORS
Instructional Leaders

.'

..
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. ..' · · . Search-topics 'for.this list-were selected to complement · · ·. . . : .434-03 PRINCIPALS /~ -··IN!ERSCHOOL/ORGA~ 1::- .
· sessions. ·of: the Illinois' Principals Conference co-· :• ._.... . . ·· ZATIONAL COMMUNICATION;': .The extent of effect1ve ·.
.
.,\._ .. ~ .. sponsored by the 1//inois State Board of Education end·: ·:- .. ; . ' ,_. communication is determined by the size of the school. · · ·: . :·
~ -:.:· ·,·. the East Central Illinois Center · for Educational ·· ·: . ·... .'· but. even larger schools can accomplish an internal
. :
. ·.. :-: Improvement. ·• ·· · ·. .. · .' . ·, · . . _. . .
· · •\ · •
communication flow. Since the cent~al office is the
~ ·;, :· The Illinois Resdurce ·and Dissemination Network · . ;.. .
.. primary source of information. the role of communicator
.y:-~.: · . ;· (IRON).·has . ·conducted · the·· following . searches on . : ·: ._;.:. :·
ofte~ falls to the ~rin~ipal. R~~e~ence~ f~o~ this .search
..
: ·: ·. various . aspects of administrators ss instructional ,.. • ·,
prov 1~e ~ommumcat1on acttv1t1es wtthm a vanety of
: ··"' leaders. This list gives the search number. search title,
orgamzatiOnal struct~res. (3A-~O)
end annotations of the contents for these searches. .
· · ···
'
435-03 PRINCIPALS/SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS,.., , A computer' printout of eech of these · searches is
..
TEACHER RECRUITMENT/SELECTION. The teacher . ~·
•;: ' available through IRON at no charge for Illinois local . ·: · : ' · selection process works best when it is a shared - ::· _!
,_/ · ·. ·,. education agencies and educations/ service region · · ·.
responsibility. This search touches briefly on various -· · ·. ·.;
:.~ ·:-: :.. personnel. The -printouts include bibliographic
··: ., .: .
aspects of the selection process. such as interviewing, . .·:~
~:·:.::: i::· information and abstracts· of journal . articles end . ·. . ·
guidelines. decision making. ·The emphasis is on the · .:'~
;":· ;. · . documents. ...... _, : ·
~:
.~ · ·
.
'·
selection of teachers. rather than on the administrators · · . .';1]
i•>·.>·
.
· :· .:- ·· ·
·· : ·
role. (3A·81)
. · '· · .-~·· ·.. ~. ,
,·
...
· <'~·;.
,;.. ':::~ . 310-03. SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS/PRINCIPALS/ :·.:.:. ··
.
·-.: :.' . · .. :·.•~·t~·.: · ·, .=· ' · •.:. · · · .' -: . . . ,:~)
;:~:'.!~· ADMINISTRATORS - -STRESS VARIABLES. With
. · ~~. : ·.... 436-03 PRINCIPALS/SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS.::... .... :>:~;
t:;/:· the focus on administrative/managerial stress. this :':.. · ~ : ~-:·:...: SCHOOL/COMMUNITY RELATIONS. ·. Establishing :_ .,-..~:~~
{:'··'~ :~·:· search itemizes .causes of .stress. anxiety and tension .'·7 ·:: ., ,.. · ::.: receptive community attitudes is an ·administrative 1ask .: .. ,. ..~
(·, : -~··. and ways . to ' .cope with job ·· pressure. · Once /.;.~,,·: ~.:·.(·.f~ which N aries from·c:dealing··_with :··desegregation ·to .. ,··:·.::i:1
_'· :· , · administrato~s manage.their own stress. they can then ~ : 5':· ·.::{··'· · holding . block coffees .:witlf' parents.- ·· Suggestions for ~··· '\·-V
;.-:·. \: work toward alleyiating stressful situations in the whole . ··?.:·:: ··....r. working with the commli~it.Y. ~nd for: developing an ·· ,.,
-~; •:" . school environment. (3A-66) ..
· ·' .· · ·.·.
. , ·"< ·, . · . ·: awareness of the political implications iue the results of
:·
;:~~:: - .~.
0.:: · ' · . .
. ·. . · ,- ·
. .- :. · ·. ·. ··/:; ~' ; · • ··,:· this search. (3A-82) . :._.... ·: ..' : '·.0,. ..
·· . .''.
?~::':::?r . 432-03 PRINCIPALS - EFFECTIVE TEACHING Th is ·:.~ -:.• . ...
·. :' .. · ... • <·,'···-- · · . .,.,__;;-c.:,;;.i,<;_....·: . ·• ·.,'::·,. ·.
·•• · . . ',..'
··,-~:
ii.: >·~. - . is similar in content to 569-00 Teacher Evaluation since '..,· :.. :·'·;..: '· : : 444-03 COMPUTERS ··;;.;:::; SCHOOL S U PERIN- .·; '· ·:
~~·~:;<:.. the evaluation process .is part of developing effective .. •\/... ·: · · . :-TENDENTS/PRINCIPALS/ADMINISTRATORS. ' ·Are ·::"· : ·::
>-~
teachers. The . focus .here, however. is more .• on '-: \'. . . . . you ready to buy : a -ciomput'er 7 ; How do other ' .. J
~: ·. ·~--: interpersonal ,. communication between teacher and ·: : · ... :. . administrators feel about computers 7 Refer'ences i~ this
.. : :.;
·~;·:· : admi'1iStrat.or and evaluation for pers·onal and .~.·. ·:·
. , search contain answers . t6 · ~!'lese questions and give
.'~.
·:. ·~.·-:· professit?nal growth. The prircipal with a humanitarian ;,: ..." -~~~ ·. basic. background · to . the · · e:omput~r appiications • ·· :_.~
;'··>.'i
attitude can influenc~ positive teaching practices (3A~ :._· .. ~= .-:.. • • emerging. in the 'field Qf·educatlon. (3A~83) .
: . ::. · . _,'' :~1
i; ' .:_; 78)
•.1·'
.,'
••
••
'
'
•
-~
·~
~ ~'•,
~-~·
~ ·--~
~·
~
~ ADMINISTRAro'R' ~RoLE/REsPoNsiBILITY ;... · ·..::--~
:.., .
433-03 . PRINCIPALS - DISCIPLINE/CLASS .. . ·. • · -.TEACHER EVALUATION. . Evalu.atrori of the staff is an
-::~
~f'N_A~~MENT. Acc;ordi(lg to an American School . / .. : ' important instructio.nal. leadership role of'Jhe principal. ;'.'·~·~~
( .• ;·:: ~oero''J6.~[QBl,a.~icl~,!(~pril,,1978, p. 32-4) _cite~ i~ t~is .: : :: ::.:·-~· Evaluati_on is' also qr~l,~ia_l,i~A!.~~i~s~f.W.9?~·(:jwe<r~~-~ .).:·s:~
:' ,_.,:·.:: .· sear~h1 ,the sc~oo!. can ..af,fect:BO percent of 1ts dtsctpl~ne ·.:,:; .' ;· -~ · .. search discusses·-.:varioUs· ' pdit;lems 1 · ana ·questiOns :· ·.{~·.
·:, ·( pro~fe~~! •• .I~js : sea~~~- )~r:nPh~s.izes the correlatiOn ···
involved in · evaluatl~~{~e'~ph~f' ~{f~6tj~/ene~~- :~ii~
'.': ·: b~~e~n admm.ts~ra~tVe. _S~~erviSIOn ~n~ t.otal _SCh?OI . .
particula( emphasjs , ofl,' 1t~Ei P.rin(;iJjals' ' i'r\volvement.
dtsc1phne. Some bas1c pnnc1ples for diSCiplinary act•on . ,
.. (1 B-11) , :, • . .
:-;~ 1 . ~ , ...·,.'· . : ·. ·. .. .. , •
;"·. ,
are considered. (3A:79) .
· · · , ~ ~ . · ····.<':. \:···· .....,~ ... ···. '...:
· · · ··
·~: ~.
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(Inc. in Packet )

HOLI~AY

**

INN OF DECATUR

**

FOR YOUR DINING
CONVENIENCE & PLEASURE

ILLINOIS PRINCIPAL'S CONFERENCE
DINING SPECIALS
**********U:IcUicUiclcUic

SUNDAY·, NOVEMBER 2, 1980

===========

DINNER

**********'-'r****AUUU

==========

Edelweiss Room

La Terrace

5:00PM - 6:30PH

5:00PM - lO:OOPM

SPECIAL BUFFET
$6.75
(+tax + drink)

IN A HURRY SPECIALS!!!
8 oz. Grill~d Pork r.hop
8 oz . Chicken BreAst
Beef Stroganoff

6:30PM- lO:OOPM
(Serving From
Our Regular
Menu)

(Above Includes
Salad and Potato)
Specials: $6 . 75 +tax+ drink
(Also Serving Regt1lar Menu)
· Country Kitchen
.· SERVING FROM THE FOLLOWING LIMITED MENU:

Soup of the· Day
Club Sandwich
Chef ' s Salad Bowl
Inn Sandwich
Salad Bar

Ham Shoe
Turkey Shoe
Chopped Steak Shoe
Jumbo Burger
Holiday Burger

*Fried Chicken ·
*Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
*Hawaiian Ham Steak
*(These dinners include
trip to the salad bRr.)

CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE FOR SPECIAL BREAKFAST & LUNCHEON ARRANGEMENTS OFFERED

(Last- minute deletions or

ch~nges

of specials may be required if attendance figures chAnge.)

..

~

ILLINOIS PRINCIPAL'S CONFERENCE
(

DINING SPECIALS

\.

and
*************************TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4,1980
===========~======

BREAKFAST

********~***************

=================

Edelweiss Room

Country Kitchen

La Terrace

6:45AM- !O:OOAM

6:00AM - 10:30AM

6:45AM - !O:OOAM

DELUXE
BREAKFAST
BUFFET
$3.45 + tax
(includes coffee)

SERVING
FROM
OUR
REGULAR
BREAKFAST
MENU

===================

LUNCH

==================

Edelweiss Room

Country Kitchen

11 :30AM- 2:00PM

11:30AM - 2:00PM

HOT
&

DELICIOUS
BUFFET
with
SOUP
OF
THE DAY
$3.95 + tax+ drink

MINI-BUFFET
With Juices, Scrambled E
Blueberry Muffins
Biscuits, Sausage
Coffee
$3.25 (including tax)

FOR THOSE
IN A HURRY TRY OUR THREE
DAILY SPECIALS!!
Specials:
$3.50 + tax + drink
(Also Serving From
The Regular Menu)

Le Bistro
11: 30AM - 2:00PM
SERVING
FROM OUR
REGULAR
LIMITED
SANDWICH MENU
(Availabl e With
Soup of the Day)

FOR MONDAY EVENING DINNER-- ALL RESTAURANTS SERVE FROM THEIR REGULAR MENUS!!!!!!

(

(Last-minute deletions or changes of specials may be required if attendanc.e

figure~

cha

R E S T A U R A NT S
(Located here or fairly "close in")
HOLIDAY INN:
HOLIDOME:

Edelweiss Room;

Country Kitchen;

Glockenspiel lounge

Le Bristo; La Terrace

Arby's Roast Beef - 1495 East Pershing Road; 245 1st Drive (South Shores)
Big Boy - 141 East Pershing Road
Bonanza Sir1ojn Pit ~ 1987 East Pers~ing Road; 371 1st Drive (South Shores)
Chef & Brewer R~staurant & Lounge (Sheraton Inn) - 450 East Pershing Road
Dairy Queen - 1044 ~Jest Eldorado; 3016 North Hater; 348 1st Drive (South Shores)
Godfa~her's Pizza - 1590 East Pershing Road;
201 Nelson Park Boulevard
Howard Johnson's - 273 East Pershing Road
Long John· Silvers - 701 West Eldorado; 2889 North Main (South off Pershing Road}
lum' s Restaurant - 1385 East Pershing Road
.McDonald's - 962 West Eldorado; 1835 East Eldorado; 3005 North Water
Mr. Steak - 2912 North Broadway
Moni~al's Pizza- West Pershing Road and North Monroe
Perkins Cake & Steak - Pershing and Monroe (Spring Creek Plaza)
Pizza Hut - 975 West Eldorado; 2805 North Main
Ponderosa Steak House - 2981 North Main (South off Pershing Road)
Rax Roast Beef- l819 East Eldorado
Red Lobster - 1280 East Pershing Road
Red Wheel - 2965 North Main (South off Pershing Road) ·
Steak 'n Shake - 1621 East Eldorado; 1330 East Pershing Road
Stonewood Inn - 4335 West Main (1ocated lst corner South of the Holiday Inn}
Village Inn Pizza Parlor- 570 East Pershing Road
Wendy's - 696 East Pershing Road
Hestern Sizzlin' ' Steak House - 3010 North Broadway

THE STATEHIDE PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE

(Inc. in Packet)

November 2, 3, 4, 1980

FORM

EVALUATION
CO-SPONSORS:

The Illinois State Board of Education
The East Central Illinoi s Center for Educational Improvement

DIRECTIONS: In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Conference you have just
attended> we would appreciate your completing the following questionnaire. Please
respond to each item by circli?~ one number or writing in your comments on the lines
provided. The information obtained will be used in planning future conferences.

1. The objective of this Conference was to familiarize you with persons, organizations, .i ssues., and services of relevance to Principals as instructional
leaders. To what extent do you feel the objective was achieved?
5

To a great
extent
. 2. . How

ne\'1

5

2

1

Not at all

4

Quite new
and
informative

3

Somewhat new
and
informative

2

Hardly new
and
informative

1

Not at all
new nor
infonnative

How useful do you think what you have gained during this Conference will be to you?
5

Extremely
useful
4.

3

To some extent

and informative to you \'las the information that \'las presented?

Extremely
new and
informative
3.

4

4

Quite
useful

2

3

Hardly
useful

Somewh9t
useful

1

Not at all
useful

Overall, how do you rate this Conference compared with other educational conferences
you have attended?
5

Substantially
better

4

Some\'lhat
better

3

2

About the .
· -same

Somewhat
worse

1

Substantially
worse

5. What are your suggestions (in terms of scheduling, content, speakers, technical
arrangements, etc.) for improving future Conferences for Principals?
•

6.

Please feel free to add any other comments you may want to make on the back of
this page.
THANK YOU!
Have a safe trip home.
DROP THIS IN THE EVALUATION BOX AT THE REGISTRATION DESK AS YOU LEAVE.

J.

The Days of the Conference
The days of November 2, 3, and

loveliest.

~'

1981, proved to be Autumn's

The sun shone brightly, and all three days' temperatures hovered

around the 50 to 65 degree mark.

This kind of weather, and the preparations

that had been practiced into habit by the Center staff, set the tone for
what proved to be three great days.
· The litany of last-minute details, of forgotten ' reservations, of
substitutes, of late arrivals, of unhappiness over any previous arrangement,
regardless

~f

preparation, is an endless one.

All were taken in stride, and

the 494, or 79%, of the preregistrants were in attendance.

This decline in

enrollment in a conference of this size apparently needed to be expected in
spite of confirmations of all registrations and cancellations processed .
Perhaps a lesson was learned; the lack of a registration fee which would
entice attendees also would cause them, since they were not financially
obligated, to as easily forget attendance.
As we had hoped, the Holiday Inn staff was more than gracious.

In

a day and an age when the promise far outshines the performance, that staff
went far beyond the profit motive and was amazingly helpful.
All of the speakers that were to be blockbusters showed up and proved,
with one notable exception, that they had indeed earned their reputations as
dynamic speakers.

The standing ovations accorded several of them indicated

a real impression that had been made on the attendees.
All of the presenters, those with acknowledged expertise in their
particular instructional area, were also present.

Most of those were accorded

the thanks and gratitude from those who attended their particular sessions.
To at least get that many speakers and presenters to all attend was a major
accomplishment in the conference program itself.

-2-

Finally, the Conference had come to an end.
.

The exhilaration of
.

a job well done, and the compliments of quite ·a few of the attendees still
ringing in the staffs' ears, had been mixed with the caution that only a
group of truly dedicated or "absolutely mad" people would take on a task
such as this.

If inueed, we al l agreed, there was an Educator's Heaven,

all of the staff had earned their admission to it!

K.

Post-Conference Activities

It was over.

Time for thaJJk yous and the very important staff

evaluation of the logistics of the conference.

After all, who would better

know what had gone right or wrong with the conference than the group that
had nursed this "day" into reality?
Flushed with the satisfaction of feeling that a difficult job had
been done well, it was time to thank all of the participants and pay the
speakers and presenters for their work.

(Attachments K.)

This accounting would not be complete without reporting that this
included a very special "thank you" to the alert and intelligent Education
Administration Professors of Eastern Illinois University who provided a
lovely "open house" for all participants.

We and the participants were

grateful!
It is important to note that the activities selected for specific
and more detailed analyses are all part of post-conference activities.
Those have been selected because they deal with the important outcomes that
were anticipated and planned for in the beginning of this Field Experience.

•
•

•

•

Attachments K.
Post-Conference Activities

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
November 2, 3, 4, 1980
Holiday In.n of Decatur·
CONFERENCE EVALUATION BY ICEI STAFF
1.

Change wording/procedure for Conference Speakers/Presenters to give them the forms
(Evaluation, Reimbursement, etc.) when they register and ask Host to remind them
to check out at the Registration desk to tvrn in forms, have questions answered.
(Copy of "Instruction" sheets marked to indicate changes.)

2.

Have item included on Consu)tant Contract asking Speaker/Presenter to:
"Please be. responsible for bringing your .own AV equipment (other than
screens) and whatever handouts you plan to use during your presentation."

3.

Consider using separate Evaluation form for each Presenter Session with a
line to be filled in indicating ''Name of Session/Presenter

--------

4.

Use new style name· tags for more than one-day Conferences.
Prefer clear vinyl \'lith card insert, pin-on back.

Stick-ons don't stick!

5.

For Coffee Breaks - have table nearer the Registration Desk. "Honor" system
works fine. Need to have change to start; remove most of coins regularly.

6.

Indicate on Program that Lunch/Dinner Break is "ON YOUR O~IN., and avoid use
of FREE with regard to Registration (confusing). Simply state that there is
no Registration fee or charges for the Sessions; that each person is own his
own for meals, travel, lodging.

7.

Allow interaction time so that audience can participate with Guest Speakers.
Allow outstanding Guest Speakers to extend .their time (if it goes into a break).

8.

Add a Workshop - SWAP-SHOP Session to a11 ow time for exchange of genera 1 ideas·.

9.

Schedule Presenters who have a· large draw near the lunch break so time can be
extended.

10.

Concentrate on making all Trenches Sessions equally good.

11.

Registration form should include a line to identify the School District/ESR
affiliation for ease in sorting.

11/7/80 cj
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f1ay \'le take this moment to most sincerely thank you for your .
valuable part in what we have termed .a most successful Illinois
Principals' Conference.
Your advice, counsel, good work, and attendance \'le re very
important to our staying hard at the task.
As a momento,. we've enclosed several copies of "our personal
thanks" which \-ias in every attendee'-s Program Folder. Our
momenta,. one we'll keep a h1ays ,.. is remembering your great
smiling and constant support!
Most \'larmly,

Dan t-1ash
Director

cj
Enclosures

(
-

OUR PERSONAL THANKS TO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
. . • our Illinois Principals ' Conference Advisory Committee
that helped make the good judgments that have made this
Conference so promising. The Committee includes :

r'

BILL SULLIVAN and JACK MOOMEY of the IPA:
KAROL RICHARDSON and NEAL TUCKER, Title IV, Part C, ISBE;
JIM HIRES, Principal, Fisher; JIM MC CLARD, Principal,
Gibson City; JACK KENNY, Principal, Decatur;
BLAINE BONYNGE, Principal, Danville; DON LARSON,
Superintendent, Gibson City; RICHARD PETERS, Superintend~nt, Streator; JOHN WALTHER, Superintendent,
Decatur Lutheran Schools; JAY STORTZUM, Principal,
Areola; CHARLES EDMUNDSON, Douglas/Fiatt Regional
Superintendent; BOB TURNER, Associate Superintendent,
Decatur; LARRY ROTH, Assistant Superintendent, Danville;
KAREN TRIMBY-PAULSON, Principal, Decatur; GORDON HOKE,
College of Education, U of I; TOM JANDRIS, Principal,
Barrington; JUDY WALSH, Principal, Springfield;
THERESE SHEEHY, Planning and Research, ISBE; and
JERRY FOSTER, Manager, Region IV Program Serviaes ·Team.
Our special thanks also go to ~GIE GRAHAM, Planning and
Research,
ISBE, who prepared and . will compile the Evaluation
.
Instrument used for this Conference; and to ANN HEELEN, of the
IRDN, ISBE, who authored the research on Principal's instructional problems provided in your packet.
I

EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS CENTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Howarra }!,'. Brown
Administrative Agent ·
.I

November 1980

Dan Mash
Project Director

cast central region
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decatur. illinois 62523
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1• 800•252· 15"97

A Title IV C ProJect
. Admlnl~tratlve Agent • Howard E. Brown • 1\-Iacon County

~eglonal

Superinte ndent of Schools

November 7," 1980

Dr. ftlargaret P. Graham
Program Evaluation and Assessment
Illinois State Board of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, IlliDois 62777
Dear Hargie:· ·
t1ay \·/e take this moment to mos t sincerely thank you for your
valuable part .in what ·\'le have termed a most succe ssful Illinois
Principals' Conference.
Your advice, counsel, good \-:or~, and attendance \·/ere very
important to our staying hard at the task.

.

As a· momenta~ we ' ve enclosed several copies of "our personal
thanks" which \·las in every attendee's Program Folder. Our
momenta, one \•le'll keep ah1ays, is remembering your great
smiling and constant support!
Most \:/armly ..

-fran ~1ash
Director

cj
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He're enclos ing an Evaluation received in the mail today. · . . . . . }
He look fon·1ard to your report .
.
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240 south franklin street
decatur. illinois 62523
PHONE 211•423-3280

TOll rur LONG DtSTA<~C:r t-100•252-1!.97

A Title IV C ProJect

Admlnlstrntlve Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

November 10, 1980

Dr. Robert C. Wiseman
Eastern Illinois University
211 Buzzard Ha 11
Charleston, Illinqis 61920
Dear Bob:
Our most sincere thanks for the lovely "Open House" sponsored by
your Department at our Illinois Principals' Conference.
Based on the evidence of good attendance and enthusiastic approval by
the attendees, 'l would certainly want you to know that your Department ·
did a most creditable job of representing EIU as an institution
interested in getting to know its students and friends more informally
and much better.
Your Department's appearance definitely helped make· our Conference a
much more unusual one and was deeply appreciated by your and your school's
good friend, Dan Mash.
Most Qratefullv.

Dan Mash
Director
m~:cj

oast central region
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240 south franklin street
.
decatur. illinois 62523
PHDN£ 217•423 - 3280

TDllhlll01180oSYANC(

I·B00•2S2-J597

A Tltle IV C Project
Admlnls t.rative Agent • Howard

~-Brown

• Macon County Regional Superintendent or Schools

November 12» 1980

Mr. Donald Muirheid~ Chairman
Illinois State Board of Education
Route 6
Decatu~~ Illinois 62521
Dear Don:
r4ay \·le take this moment to most sincerely thank you for your
valuabl e part as a Host in \·Jhat we have termed a most success.ful
Illinois Principals' Conference.
Your good \·tork as a di 1i gent Host at the Conference \'las a very
important inspiration to our staying hard at the task.
\~e sincerely
momento~ one

hope it \'las a good experience for you. Our
\'le'll keep al\·Jays~ is remembering your great

support!
Host \·tarmly,

Dan r1ash .
Director
cj

.

.
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A Title IV C ProJect
Admtnlstx·ntlve
.
. Acrent • Ho·ward E. Brown • !\.!aeon County Regional Super1ntend6nt ot Schools

November 12, 1980

Mrs. Arlene Zielke .
Illinois State Board of Education
3724 West 107th Street .
Chicago~ Illinois 60655

..

Dear Arlene:
Hay \·te take this moment to rnost sincerelY. thank you for your
valuable part as a Presenter in \·shat we have termed a most
successful Illinois Principals' . Conference.
Your good \·:ork as an informative Presenter at the Conference
\'/as a very important inspiration to our having stayed hard
at the task.
He sincerely hope it \'las a. good expe·ri ence for you. · Our
momen:to, one .\'/e '11 keep a h1ays ~ is remembering. your great" he1p
and support!
~tost ~·Jarmly ~

Dan Mash
Director

cj
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A TJtle IV C ProJect
Administrative Agent • Howard E. Bro"Wn • Macon County Regional

Super~ntendent

November 12, 1980·

Mr. Robert Turn er~ Associate Superintendent
Decatur School Di strict 61
101 ~les t Cerro Gordo Street
Decatur, Illinoi s 62523
Dear Bob:

~-

the "roll i s called up yonder .. in the big Principal s '
Conference in the sky, --Bob~ my recommendation of the great
kind of guy that you are at those kinds of things i s · sure to
get you a front-row seat!

\~heri

are indeed grateful for all of the very good, \'li se, and
practical help that you gave us before, during, and after
· the Conference. Whatever success we enjoyed because of it,
in our hearts we share with you.
\~e

Most gratefully ,

Dan Mash
Director
DM:cj

ot Schools
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ATitle .IV C Project
Administrative Agent • Howard .E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

November 12, 1980

Mrs. Helen Whalen, President
Ill i no i s PTA
8928 Beck Place
Hometown, Illinois 60456
Dear Helen: ·
. May . \'le take this moment to most sincerely thank you for your
valuable part as a Presenter in what \'le have termed a most
successful Illino~s Principals' Conference . .
Your good \·tork as an informative Presenter at the Conference
was a very important in·s·piration to our having stayed hard
at the task •.
We sincerely hope it \·tas a good experience fQr you. Our ,.
momento, one \'le '11 keep always, is remembering your great he.l p
and suppor:t!
Most \'/{lnnly,

Dan Hash
Director
cj
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loLL rurlONG DI STANCl 1·800 • 2S2'-1 597

A •rJtla IV C ProJect

A<lrninJstraUve

A~:en t

.
.
• Howard E. Dro'wn • Macon County Regional Superlntendent

November

1~~

1980

Dr. Tom Jandris, Principal
Barrington High School
616 West Main Street
Barrington, Illinoi s 60010
Dear Tom:
J1ay \-Je take this ·moment t.o most sincerely thank you for your
va.l uab 1e part as a. Presenter .i n \•that \'te have termed a most .
success·f ul "Illinoi s Principal s ' Conference.
Your good work as an informative Piesenter at the Conference·
\·las a very important inspirati on to our having stayed hard .
at the task.
We sincerely hope it was a good experience for you. Our .
momenta, one -we'll keep always, is remembering your great help
and support!
Most \·tarml v.

Dan Mash
Director
cj

or Schools

east central region
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TOllhU lONG 01SJ4NC~ 1-800 •2 52- 1597

A TJtle IV C ProJect
Administrative

A~:ent

• 1-lowarcl E. Dro'vn • Macon County Re"lonal SuperJntendent or Sohools

November 12, 1980

Dr. Donald G. Gill
State Superintendent of Education
Illinois State Board of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777
Dear Dr. Gill:
He want to take a moment to sincerely thank you for your most
excel l ent and truly motivating and confidence-inspiring presentation
at our Illinois Principals' Conference.
He are very" pleased and grateful for your important part in making
what the Evaluations have called a most excellent and successful
Conference.
He wi sh you continued success in all your endeavors and do look
fon~ard to seeing you again, soon!
With kindest regards,

Dan Mash
Director
DN:cj
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A Title IV C ProJect
Admlntstratlve Agent • Howard E. Brown • 1\.lacon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

November 12» 1980

(

M_ay we take- this .moment . to most sincerely thank you for your
va 1uab 1e part as a Host in \-:hat we have· termed a most successful
Illinois Principals ' Conference.
·. Your. good \'IOrk as a di 1 i gent Host at the Conference \'/as a very
· important inspirafion to our staying hard at the task.
He sincer.e ly hope it vtas a good experience for you . Our
momenta, one we'll keep always, is remembering your great
support!
~1ost

\'iarmly,

Dan Mash .
Director
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A TJtle IV C ProJect
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Agent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Reg(onal Superintendent ot Schools

Novemb·er 12; 1980

~1ay

we take this moment to most sincerely thank you for your doubly·
valuable parts in what \'ie have termed a most successful Il.linois Principals'
Conference.

Your advice, counsel, and attendance at our Adv1sory Cotnmittee meetings
and your good work as a diligent Host at the Conference \'/ere very important
inspirations to our staying hard at the task.
As a momenta, we have enclosed several copies of "our personal thanks"
which was in every attendee's. Program Folder. Our momenta, one we'll
keep a h1ays, is remember·i ng your great smi 1i ng and constant support!
Most warmly,

Dan Mash
Director

cj
Enclosures

(
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1•800•252 -1 597

A Title IV C ProJect
Administrative Agent • l-lowa1·d E. B1·own • Macon County Regional Superi ntendent. of Schools

No~ember

12, 1980

t·1s . Cindy Ki dwe 11 , f·1anager
Catering and Conference Arrangements
Holiday Inn of Decatur
U.S .· Route 36 and Hyckl es Road
Decatur, Illinois 62522
Dear Cindy:
Among the diffi cul t i es of doing the kinds of things that our
staff has to do, there is an occasional bright and shining
moment. For our gang , that "moment" is you and your gang
as \'/e try to put together these things vse ca 11 Conferences!
Pl ease , in our behal f, express to everyone, - - from Deiter
right through the entire Holiday Inn staff , our most grateful
appreciation of the truly beautiful cooperation and friendship
you consistently show us. We are indeed grateful!
Verv \'larml v.

Dan Mash
Director
DM:cj

east central region
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240 south franklin street
decatur, illinois 62523
PHON( Jn•423-3280
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1-800•252-1597

ATJtle IV C ProJect
Admlni~tratlve

Agent • :H oward E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

N~vember 13~

1980

Mr. Bill Halloran
33 Westwood Drive
Westfi e 1d ~ Nassachusett.s 01085
Dear Bi 11:
~le

\·/ant to take a moment to sincerely thank you for yo.u r most excellent
and truly motivating presentation at our Illinois Principals' Conference.

We are very pleased and grateful for your important part in making \<that
the Evaluations have called a most excellent and successful Conference.
As of today, your Conference request for reimbursement has not been
received. We do ask that you complete and sign the form, attach receipts
to show the amounts you have paid, and return the request with attachments
to us by November 21 so that we rna~ process your reimbursement _promptly.
We wish you continued success in all your
to seeing you again!

end~avors

and do look forward

With kind regards,

Dan t·1ash
Director
cj

Dast central reglon
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240 south franlclin street
decatur, illinois 62523
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A TJtltt IV C ProJect
Adml.nfstrative Acent • 'Howard E. Brown • !VIacon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

November 13, 1980

Mr. Bi 11 Page
Nashville Learning Center
3017 Belmont Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee 37212
Dear Bi 11:
He want to take a moment to sincerely thank you for your· most excellent
and truly stimulating and enjoyable presentation at our Illinois Principals'
Conference.
·
\4e are very pleased and grateful for your import ant part in making what
the Evaluations have called a most excellent and successful Conference.
··---

Your request for reimbursement has been received. He have .ta 1 ked \'tith ·
Bettye regarding the need for a receipt to show the $284 amount paid
for your airline ticket. Since you listed the lodging charge of $32.30
on your r equest form~ we also need your charge card number since the
Holiday Inn will be glad to cancel that charge and charge it to ICE!.
We expect to hear from Bettie soon on these two detai 1s so that ~~e- may
process your reimbursement promptly.
We do wish you continued s~cce~s in all your endeavors and do look
forward to seeing you again!
With kinrl regards ,

Dan ~1 as h
Director
cj

east central region

~~~~~®~@ ©~rnlf~OO Ucmr
~®OO©illlf~®rnffi~ ~~[;JOO®\Yl~~~~lf
240 south franklin street
decatur. Illinois 62523
PHON£ 111•423-3280

TDLLFIIULDNa OJSTAIICII-800•252-1597

A Title IV C ProJect
Adnllnietrative A.rent • Howard E. Brown • Macon County Regional Superintendent of Schools

ME M0 R A N D U M

TO:

Guest Speakers/Presenters

FROM:

Dan Mash, ICEI

DATE:

November 2, 3, 4, 1980

SUBJECT:

Directo~

Reimbursement Procedure
Illinois Principals' Conference

We have enclosed the "Reimbursement Request for Approved
Expenditures - CONSULTANT AND CONSULTANT'S TRAVEL EXPENSES"
form which you nm'i need to camp l ete and return to our office
along with all of the required receipts for lodging, meals,
and other expenses a~ allowed on your Consultant Contract,
copy of which is attached.
Please complete and sign, and use the stamped, self-addressed
envelope to return this information to us so that we may
reimburse you promptly.
Thank you very much! Have a safe , pleasant trip home or 'to
your next destination!
cj
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Problems Encountered and Suggested Solutions
While many problems are encountered in the putting together of a

conference of this magnitude, three particular ones have been selected as
major.

Since these are problems that are likely to be encountered by anyone

who would like to do a conference of this type, poss·ible solutions to each ·
particular problem are also presented.
Problem 1
Finding the right motivational ingredients that would cause the
advisory committee to agree to play an important role in the conference and
to have a sense of ownership without, of course, requiring too much work on
their part.

Because of their primary commitments, they are unable to give too

much time to the .details.

However, it is most important that this committee

endorse and reinforce everything that is done.
Suggested Solution
The best suggestion is to be very careful in selecting the individual
advisory committee members . Make sure .that everyone on the committee has an
established reputation for enthusiasm, dedication, and hard work.

To select

those who do not fit this prescription, regardless of the importance of their
title or organization, is to assure vociferous complaining and nit-picking,
and therefore, unavoidable difficulties.
Problem 2
Having a large enough list of effective, well-known, well-reputed
speakers and presenters so that all particular slots in the program can be
filled regardless of the number of refusals you can normally assume you will
receive.
Suggested Solution
Actively seek suggestions from everyone, particularly those on the
advisory committee since it will give a sense ·of ownership and involvement

-2by those whose suggestions are selected.

This process can culminate in the

suggestor being a host for that particular speaker, thus eliminating the
additional chore of finding an uninformed and perhaps disinterested host for
that role.

It is important to remember that for every speaker obtained, an

average of five must be asked.
Problem·3
Drumming up attendance.

The very sheer weight, glamour·, and power

of the conference itself is absolutely no assurance that the attendance will
be a rewarding one.

Educators, generally, are satiated with requests to

attend conferences!
Suggested Solution
Called the "up and down theory." Make sure you ask for a commitment
from everyone in a position of authority, i.e., regional superintendents and
LEA superintendents, to make sure that they get a good representation from
their districts or regions.

At the same time, urge all of the principals and

teachers that you are able to reach to ask their district and/or regional
superintendents to allow them to attend the conference.

Thus you make sure

that the people in authority go "down" through their ranks endorsing and
urging that the people in middle management and classroom send their pleas
"up" to allow their attendance.

This "up and down" method might result,

eventually, in good attendance.
Of course, this writer, thanks most honestly to the diligent and
effective work of the Center's staff, maintained his mental equilibrium through
the whole event.

It may be an important additional recommended solution that the

person who might be considering a similar conference, if he does not have such
similar support, might be given a comprehensive mental examination before and
after such a conference.

That person might also be given an extensive inservice

to make abso 1utely sure that everyone who participates in the conf,erence is
adequately included, praised, and thanked for their participation along the way.

III.

SELECTED ACTIVITIES ANALYSES
Measurements of the Conference
These four sequential activities have been selected for a more

detailed, specific analyses because they are "outcomes." Whatever measure
of the effectiveness of ·the Conference that could be made is reflected in
these four activities, --therefore, the detail.
1.

Media Publicity Received on the Conference

2.

Letters Received from Attendees

3.

Analysis of Conference Attendees' Evaluations

4.

Analys.is of Random Telephone Calls Made to Conference
Attendees One Month After Conference

1.

Media Publicity Received on the Conference
Media publicity is, at the same time, the least reliable measure-

ment and, on the other hand, the most reliable of the value, relevance, or
import of a conference.
Unfortunately, no firm documentation except the writer's integrity
can be given for the fact that the conference was covered by four television
stations:

WCIA in Champaign, WICD in Champaign, WICS in Springfield, and

WAND in Decatur.

Although the coverage in every case was the thirty-second

to one-minute clip for afternoon and evening news coverage, the estimated
audience advertised by those stations would indicate that over four million
viewers saw those news briefs and that all alluded to the fact that this
Statewide Conference was being held for the purpose of assisting principals
as instructional leaders, --a real plus for education!
Coverage in print can be and is documented.

The stories (Attach-

ments 1) were written and covered by various reporters and photographers that
were in attendance at all of the major general sessions of the conference.
The use of major speakers as blockbusters had passed the measurement
of attractiveness to the media.

The major speakers had indeed garnered a

vast amount of cursory attention from the public, generally, for the idea
that educators were trying to be better educators.
relations idea!

Not a bad public

\

---

· ~..----------·

~,~, ~(Jm, still a teacher, Comes ·to
}-.:.~ It~ ~y ALDEN SOLOVY .
: ~ i '' Hereld & Review Steff Writer •
{_ ~ i· · 'fhis administrator has·
r M: not forgotte~ how to teach. . .

1em:n

and get what you're after,"
He praised Regional Su- education system, Glll has . stead, hfrwould fund those
the students. , ·
perlntendent Howard E. made some proposals which progr~ms through a n~w
Glll ' describes himself as Brown and hls region, call· could reshape ~cation in general formul~.
t•a compulsive teacher." lng Brown Innovative and Illlnols.
. ; :: . '
1 l! : ~tanding in .front of a And he has taught every· imaginative.
. ·
.
· · ·
..
He also advO<:ates consoll·
,. i class at· Futures Unl~ite4 . thing from first grade to , "This region, with Ilow·. He has proposed a major1 dation of school districts.
. 1i · -~·i P program for high : graduate studies. · . ·• . , •. ard Browil'a leadership·, Is revision of the state's gen· ..
• ~ 1 · schOol dropouts - state Su-... But 1• Glll didn't .come · to one of the recognized lead· eral ald formula for school
Gill wm return to Decatur
~ 1 perlntendent ~(' EducaUOn Decatur to teach. H~ came ers in educational service dlstrlcts. . .. .
next week to address the
Donald G. Gill asked stu- to learn. \ . · . . · regions," Glll said.
·· . .. ·
. . , , . ·. first Illinois Principals'
.· ~ d~ about the program.. .. The purpose or hts visit,
·· ·
·And he says he wants to Conference, which will be
;.
}(e found they are getting Gill said, was to broaden
In about three months as eliminate all categorical aid held at the Decatur Holiday ,
·s ~tj.er grades and working hls · un~erstandlng of the · the head of the state's ele- - like transportation and Inn Sunday throug.h ;·
:.§ harder at Futures Unllmlt· function of educational mentary and secondary bilingual education . . In· Tuesday.
·
~
ed than they did in conven· service regions.
·
· ·
·
· ~ :· Uopal high school classes.
Gill ls studying the possl· ·.
·-- · c;;m carne to . Decatur on butty of reducing the num- ·~~
~ T)l~ay ~o tour the Macon · ber of service regions in the '
~- -:. COunty Educational Service state <now 57) and must ··
f./1\egtQ,n.
:
make a recommendation to .
~~~\~..~:! c~ope you enjoy what the Illinois. State Board of ,.:
·-~-~~~1)·_ ~olpg, _:-work hard, Education. ·
·· ·
he told
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Solve the energy crisis first: Packard
By ALDEN SOLOVY
Herald & Review

S~ff

Writer

Solutions to the nation's economic
woes touted · by presidential candl·
dates are erroneous because they do
not address problems caused by the
energy crisis, says Vance Packard.
Packard, author of · "The Waste
Makers," "The Hidden Persuaders"
and other works, spoke at the Illinois
Principals Conference today ln
Decatur.
He said any solution to the nation's
economic problems Is tied to the solution of the energy crisis.
"It ls ridiculous for them Cpresl·
dentlal candidates) to claim · they
can .controllnflatloo," said Packard,
who eJCPlained that the increased
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... _

----· -

--

-

energy costs will drive up the costs
of other goods and services.
In 1960, Packard predicted the na·
tloo's energy woes. He said then that
ln 13 years, given the nation's known
energy resources and rate of energy
use, there would be an energy crisis.
And exactly 13 years later OPEC
was formed and the first oil em·
bargo was forced upon the nation.
Now he says the nation faces "a
massive energy crunch" for at least
five years.
"Whether we like it or not we're
going to be ln a massive energy
crunch," Packard said.
And the answers to the nation's
energy, and economic, woes wW not
be easy to find.

- -- - - - · . l _

"The truth of the matter ls that no
president can offer easy answers to
Pte problems," he said. ·
For that reason candidates are
avoiding the issue. Packard said solutions to the ~nergy shortage defy
the American dream of a country
with infinite resources.
"We are rapidly becoming a na· ·
tlon of finite resources until we can
generate substitutes. One of our
shames is we have been so slow in
facing a crisis that has been obvious
for at least two decades," Packard
said.
He said any solution to the energy
crunch must have the effort and support of the nation. !>lrnilar to that of .
the space program in the 1960s or

~ttir, Illipois, Monday. NoYember3. 1980

.__

World War II in the 1940s.
But the problems are complicated
by other conflicts, unlike the space
program or the war which were popular eUorts, he said.
Energy issues are complicated by
regional struggles, a struggle between industry and government and
a struggle among industries wishing
to corner any new energy market.
But the biggest problem, he said,
almply la the Amertean people betna
unwilling to change their lifestyles
and conserve energy.
"We face -a sltuatlon rare in hu·
man hiStory. We are about to see the
abrupt virtual disappearance ~tthln

about a quarter of a century or a resource which man depends on for his
way of life," Packard sald.
He compared Ulat disappearance
to the Plains Indians when "white
men killed off his buffalo."
At that point society for the Pl;tins
Indians changed, he said, and so our
society must also change. ·
Md despite his gloomy predictions

of an energy eruncn, he a110 precSict-

ed that a new way of llfe· altered by

the energy crunch would be "more
civillzed and congenial" than the
current society.
Related articles on Page A4

·-

Vance Packar,.

-··- -- ..

·- ~--

~crocomputers
alte~~ Jearning ~
.. .
Teac.hers will become educational managers, books
will become obsolete and students will be .using hand-

· By RON TAYLOR

Hereld & Review s~H Writer

:

Microelectronics will cause the largest, most rapid
change ever experienced in education, according to Dr.
Nolan Estes, a professor Qf education administration at .
the University of Tex~. · .. · ·· ·
.
,.
During his Sunday night opening address to the 11Unols Principals' Conference in the Holiday IM, Estes
said, ul would suggest to you, we'd better look to the future. As you examine· it closely, you'll find It is mind
boggling.'.'·
· ·.
· ·
. .
During the next 20 years, principals face the taSk of
planning for the massJve changes, he said. ..As a princl- .
paJ, a·major responsibility you have is in planning."
. To emphasize his point, Estes told the group of the
findlnP. of a task force assembled recenUy in Dallas,
.
Texas, on 'the future of education.
The event with tbe greatest impact is predicted to be
the ~!astronomical increase in computerized infonnatio~ ·:
processing," he satd. · · . · .
.
.
. ., ·Comparing the next 20 years to the period when • .
'Ciety ·was affecied by the printing press, Estes said by
· the end of this decade, nine out of 10 homes will have a
microcomputer.

Dr. Nolan Estes ·

held microcomputers. Education will become a continuous process, and compulsory attendance laws will be
repealed. ·' .

.

.. .

·

.·. · . . \ :

.: ,

· "The rapid· changes wW mean every person will re- ~
main· a Ieamer most of their lives," he said.
Schools will become cornm.unlty centers as people re- :
enter frequenUy to ~train for the changing world.
Pa.rents and students will sign contracts with .teach~
ers. and basic skills will be taught at home on computers, be said.
.
. . ...
Teachers will be free to spend more time on ·indJviduallzed instruction, be said, but 'they will also have the
responsibUity to teach superior decision-m<Udng skiUs to
help students deal with the rapid changes.
.
By the year 2000, students will have access to all
printed material via their computers, and compu~r lit-..
eracy will surpass reading in Importance. Reading, h~
noted, stW wW be a critical skill. But, the abUity to as~ infonnation will be ~ntlal to success, ~e said.
We have to stop operatmg ~ur schools ~ 1f we were
teaching the~ <st~dents> to hve in ~e rrud:~900s. '!h~
future doesn t begm today, the future IS now, he satd.
I

~~~· ·educati~~Jinks study, 'wOi-k. · t.
\'' '

•

'

•

•

I

!

·: .Silowing the relevance betw~n their studi~ and job
responsible attitudes about select,lng a career: ..
• . chol~ is the most important function of career educaIt also must develop in the students an appreciation of
. J Jon.
·
·
.
their studies and job choiceS,· a sense of self-awareness
. F· That was the·message Peter Johnson. executive dfrec.
about the relationship . between ,themselves and their
choices, good decision-making abilities, educational
tor of the Illinois Advisory Council, delivered to princlpals assembled ~day night at the Holiday IM· for , awareness, career awareness and eeonomic awareness .
. . opening worlcsbops in the Illinois Principals' ConferCareer education Is a kindergarten through high
ence: The three-day conference offers 43 activities to
school program, he said.
·
. ' principals and 36 small-group workshops exploring cur- .
As the world progresses, students will need the skills
: rent issues facing educators.
,
· · necessary to make SOWld decisions and have sharpened
Many students are dJsinterested in courses which ap- ' · problem-solving skills. Career education can help them
·pear to have lltUe or no relevance to thelr lives, Johnson
achieve these goals, he said:'
.
' said. Career education can change that.
:
Citing examples o( various programs In use, Johnson
: It is the principal's duty to develop a career education
~d one school asslgn,s projects to Its students allowing
·plan for the school, he said. . ·
·
them to spend time With people In fields that Interest
· Along with developing a sense ;of ·relevance among
them. The st~nts set goals for the project that lncludtheir studJes and career choices, career 'education also
es a report.
· ·
will broaden students' WlderstandJng of the variety of . · One student's project was to develop a plan for oper,. jobs available and give them a chance to carefully con- • ating her own store. Ano'ther examined the legal proc': sider their educational options · in line with a cai-eer . ess, including writing a will.
·
·
.
. •• . ·
, . . •. :. . . choice; he said. · · .
.
The purpose was to help the students make wiser dec I·
f i· :'·. · q Pet~r ~oh'lSO!",· .:.-.. t.·. ··:- ··· · ·• A career education program can help students develop sions about their education and career choices, he said.
I
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ByRON TAYLOR
tt.n.ld & Revi- Staff WrltM

Edlleation will becom
uous process, and com .
tendance Jaws will be re
"The rapld changes
every person will rem '
most of their lives," he
Scbools will become
centers as people reenter
to rettain for ~e c~gin

Microelectronics will cause · the
largest, most rapid change ever experienced in education, according to
Dr. Nolan Estes, a professor of education administration at the University of Texas.
·
During his opening address to the
Illinois Principals' Conference Sunday night at the Holiday Inn, Estes
ParentS and students w·
said, "1 would suggest to you, we'd . tracts with teachers, and
better look to the future. As you ex• will be taught at home on
amine it closely you'll find it is mind with access to a school's
boggling." •,
riculum, Estes said.
. During the next 20 y~ars, princiTeachers will be free
pals face the task of planning for the· more time on individuali
massive changes, _he said. "As a
lien, be said. But, they wi
principal, a major responsibility you the responsibility to tea
have is in planning."·
decision-making skills to
To emphasize his point, Estes told dents deal with the rapid
the group of the findings· of a task
· Schools Wi!l have t~ i
force assembled recently in .Dallas, skills of the young in copi
Texas, on the future of education.
changes, he added:
By the year 2ooo, st
The event with the greatest impact
Is predicted to be the "astronomical have access to aU prin
· · increase in computerized informa- via tbeir computers, and
literacy will surpass rea
tion-processing," he said. ,
Comparing the next 20 years to the portance. Reading, he
period when society was affected by still be a critical skill for
the printing press, Estes said by the But, the ability to assess i
· end of this decade, nine out of 10 will be essential to succe
homes will have a microcomputer.
"We have to stop ope
Teachers will become educational schools as if we were tea
managers, books will become obs&- (students) to Jive in the
lete and students wilt be using hand- The future doesn't begin
held micro-computers.
· future is now," he said.

Career education jo·
studies ~th job choi
.

.

.Photo bv Herb Slodournic

Showing the relevance between
their studies and job choices is the
most important function of career
education.
That was the message Peter John. son, executive director of the Illinois
Advisocy Council, delivered to principals assembled at the Holiday Inn
Sunday night for opening workshops
in the Illinois Principals' Conference.
The three-day conference offers 43
activities to principals and 36 small
group workshops exploring current ·
issues facing educators today.
Many students are disin~rested in
courses which appear to have little
or no relevance to their lives, Johnson said. Career education can
change that.
It is the principal's duty to develop
a career education plan for the
school, he said.
Along with developing a sense of
relevance among their studies and .
. career choices, career education will
also broaden students' understanding of the variety of jobs avail-

· options i.n line with a . ca · ·
he said.
·
A career education p
also help students devel
sible attitudes about selec

reer.

A career education pro
develop in the students an
tion of their studies and j
a sense of self-awareness
relationship between the
their choices, good decisi
abilities, educational awar
reer awareness and e
awareness.
Career education is a ki
through high school pro
said. It can utilize examp
classroom, field trips and
_or group projects.
As the world progresses,
will need the skills nece1
make sound decisions ~
sharpened problcm-solvin
Career education can· h
achieve these goals.. he said
Citlag examples of vari
grams in use, Johnson !
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., :Ronald Reagan may win tOday's
. presidential election· by electoral
votes, Nancy· Dickerson said ·today,
' but not necessarUy.·the popular vote.·
·· Ms.. Dickerson ..:-·,.a ' Washington .
correspondent for 25 years and the
·: 'first woman cOrrespondent' for ·cas: ' ..
TV News ,;._ · spoke at the· Illinois ...
Principills Conference in the · Deca- · :·
tur Holiday 1~. · . . .
: -1· r.· -~ ~ . · ·
· She Said her "fearless forecast Is' 1.
that the race is too close to call. But If 1 had to bet the.'ranch I'd say-Rea-: ·.
gan.would win.'';:: .·... ~. ·:,.: ··: ' · ~:. ·: ·.·
She told the crowd of ·about · 600 ·:·:.
principals that her "guts" ten her ·.
President Carter wUI win; but her ;
" intelligence" tells her Reagan will
win. .
·
•Ms. Dickerson said Carter would
probably receive the greater popular "the power of. the pressJrom.becom-.
vote. Reagan, however, likely will tng the tyranny of the·P~!t'...
Ms. Dickerson Is a ·former school
receive the greater electoral vote
and thereby win· the election, she tea<:her and was a Washington cor·
respondent {or NBC-TV 1tfter leaving
said
..
. She also told the conference par- CBS. She now is organizing a private
ticipants that this year's election has television company to~ produce pro·
seen greater distrust than ever. of gramtning for pay and.pllbllc broad·
casting.
, ·. ·
.,;,.. . ..: ~ ...
the media by the public.
·
The incorporation .papers·.tor the ,
In the days of the Persian k.ings, .a new company - to · be-~alled Tele· ·
messenger was beheaded for deliv- vision Corporation of- Amer~ca -will
ering bad ·news. 'And modem mes- be sign~ F)iday. .. ...... , ~. ·
. sengers, .members of the -press, are
.:, ·'
. ........
· also blamed for the bad news dellv.i

_._

~

. ered, she said.
"An awful lot of reporters
aware of it.'' · .

·

·are ·

·: Ms. Dickerson said mistrust of the
:· press began '_during the Waterga~:
. scandaL • ~- , •. • .
:, .. .. . .
"It was a ·difficult 'time, and the
press did a poor job of conveying it ...,·
· . to the American people." . • . .

,
Photos by

Nancy Dickerson

At that time, Americans had to
make a difficult decision: Was the
president ·"either guilty of criminal
wrongdoing or an incompetent?''
Meanwhile, drug problems increased, the Kent State University .
killings occurred, another IsraeliEgyptian war broke out and campus · . .
unrest w~ commonplace.
.. ·. ···'
~-· It slmply-:bec.a me easy to. distrus~ i:: .
.
. ··: the ·press · rather. than believe .the:" ..
Doug Gaumon ·~··cons'tant bad news, she said.
.,. •··· .~
·
Reporters now have a duty to keep ~
1
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By ALDEN SOLOVY
Herald & Review Staff Writer

OceupaUonal success does not breed
happiness, yet educational instuuttons
are geared for career 'placement, according to Jack Linkletter.
· •
Linkletter spoke Monday to about
600 principals at the Illinois Principals
COnference in the Decatur Holiday
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His major theme was .that pupils
need help learning to discover what
makes them happy - rather than how
· Jack Linkletter
to live up to a11other's expectations.
"All of us in this room are oriented
\ Linkletter said these people feel
to getting people into· these <occupa-: they must continue being unhappy
tlonal> slots, and there is really· so
with their jobs in order to maintain
much dissatisfaction . out there," he
their social status and tncome.
said.
. His solution Is to teach pupils to
Linkletter said the system of educahave strong thought· processes so they
tiOJ\ is designed to make students
have the ability to chOOse·what they
strive for success in the business
want based on personal needs and not
-world, and that very early on, they
expectations·of others or their society.
. ~~ taught that they must. .make ca~·we absolutely have a society dereer choices' based on a desire for . signed to produce .factory workers." ·
· :o.: J!1Metary success.
·
. • ·.
Instead, schools should teach pupils to ·
.:. ;•we ask children what they want to
ask questions like, "What will. make
t>e· a lot," he said as evidence of the .me happy?" he said.
• :e~ly pressures on children to be sue·
Ltnkletter advocated teaching pupfls
cessful.
how to make philosophical decisions
,.aut he said that despite success. In
about their own lives.
·'occupations, career-oriented pupils , Linkletter Is an honors graduate of
aon't always end up happy adults.
tfte University of Southern California
·'"'Linkletter, son of former .television: and a former member of the board of
..personality Art Linkletter and a telCgovernors for Phi Beta Kappa scholarvtston personality in his own right,
ship fraternity.
~. sA1d successful businesspeople he
· The conference, which coliclude5
knows are generally dissatisfied with
today, ts sponsored jointly by the East
their accomplishments.
·
Central Illinois Center for Educational
--•''So many· ·of these }1eople feel
Improvement and ~he' Illinois . State
trapped by their success," he said . .
Board of Education.
. ··: •. · ~· ·: .,
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Letters from Attendees
Again, a difficult measurement tool because verbal compliments

cannot be documented, and the so many who indicate that they will put
their feelings into writing, do not.

But enough did to make a montage

of some fairly important people making some fairly i mportant comments
about the value of the conference to them or their assignment.
the crafty principal who got his kids to write!

Even to

(Attachments 2.)

•
•
•

i 11 __

•
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Attachments 2.
Letters from Attendees

DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS DISTRiCT 61
OTTO C . KEIL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Office of the Superintendent

101 West Cerro Gordo Street
Decat ur, Illinois 62523

Phonr 12 171

424~000

RECEIVED

NOV

51980

ICEI
November 4 , 1980

Hr. Dan Mash, Director
Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Frankl in Street
Decatur, ll 62523
Dear Dan and ETAL:
Old coaches have a motto-- 11 Plan your play and play your plan. 11
You and your fin e staff are to be complimented on playing the plan
so beautifully. The coord ination for 11The Principal as the In struct ional
leader" worked out extreme ly ~ell. I do know that it takes many hours of
planning and hard work to put on a conference of this magnitude. I was_
pleased to have played a very small part in the over all functioning of the
con fe renee.

R¢be rt G. Turner
~ssociate Superintendent
RGT:bae

Oi,trict 61 il on cquol opportunity employer ond hos on offirmotivc oct ion proorom.

1\rmstrnng -1.Ellm <1!nn.anlillntril ili.atrirt .61
PHONE (217) 569-2115

1\rm.strnng. lJllinnis 61812

RECEIVED
NOV 7 1980
ICEI
November 5, 1980
l·fr. Dan Mash , Director
Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatur , Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:
I had to leave the Illinois Principal ' s Conference premat urely due on Tuesday morning due to my wife ' s i llness and
t herefore did not have an opportunity to fill out an eval uation
form . I felt that the confer ence overall was outstanding.
I picked up several ne\'1 ideas and had some old ones r ejuvenated .
Woul d you ·send to me an evaluation form to compl ete .
Sincerel y yours ,

James DeYoung
Supt.

.UfV/_

/PC.

PtLf~'

114 North Oak Street
Crystal Lake, tllinois 60014
(815) 459-6070

Cr9)tcl Lake Ccmmunih] Cora)cDidatad )chool Di,)trict L-.7
RECEIVED

NOV
November 5, 1980

:Hr. Dan Mash
Illinois Center for Educational
Improvement
240 South Franklin St.
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:
I would like to thank you for the opprotunity to participate in the
Illinois Principals' Conference . I hope that this becomes an annual
event. In talking to some of the participants I felt that they, like
I, recognize that this type of meeting has a real need for building
administrators. I enjoyed the opportunity to be with all of you and
I hope that I can help again at · any time. I think that you personally
should be commended for the beautiful effort that you and your staff
put forth to make sure that this meeting was as successful as it was.
Best r egards,

BB:lv
CC: James Hendenhal

~ob Blazier

Superintendent. .
School District 47

7 1980

ICEI

/PC P,/e_

COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 3
Georget~wn,

Illinois 61 846

Derry Behm, Supt.

400 W. West St.
662-8847
)onald Stro hl, Prin.
Frazie r School
902 N. Ma in St.
6 62-21 0 2

November 6, 1980

Phillip Hummel, Prin.
Jr. High School
414 W. W est St.

662-6606
Robert Delmolte, Prin.
High School
500 Mulberry St.
662-6716

Pine Crest School
Kennedy Drive
6 62-6981

RECEIVED
NOV

~~- ·

24o-·sou:rh"·F~anklin street

ICEI

Decatur, I l.
Dr . Don Nash;

I wish to compliment you and your co-workers for your
efforts in organizing the recent workshop in Decatur. I t
was, without doubt, the finest workshop I have attended .
Your choice of speakers, especially ~ill Halloran,
was excellent. Mr . Halloran should be a prime source of
inspiration for all educators . I only wish that all classroom teachers had the opportunity to hear. his presentation.
Thank you again for making this experience possible .
Illinois educators need more workshops such as this one.
Keep up the excellent work. ·

Sincerely,

Phil Hummel

.i

·_, .

.(

(,

71980

!.Ji1
CHANEY ELEMENTARY SCHod(:' ;?:.,

JAMES J. MONGE JR. HIGH SCHOOL

GEORGE f . PIERARD, Principal
1819 N. Center StrHt

~00

(lsie Avenue
Phone: 722-6673

Phone: 726-6226

RECEIVED

Administrative Center
.400 ELSIE AVENUE
Phone:

CREST HILL, Ill. 60435

NOV 1.0 1980

72 2-6 67 3

ICEI

EARL l. PETERSEN, Superintendent

November 6, 1980
•

Mr . Dan Mash
Project Director
Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatur, Illinois
62523
Dear Mr . Mash,
Great~

Super~

Fantastic~

I can't think of the best one word to convey my reaction to
the Illinois Principals Conference, November 2-4. I regret
that previous committments prevented me from attending
Tuesday's session. It could only have provided more of
what I was looking for .
Special commendations are in order to your office for the
excellent choice of facilities, array of presenters , and
schedule of programs. It is one of the best conferences I
have ever attended.
In my estimation a definite attribute was the absence of
commercial displays. I recognize the valuable contributions
of school suppliers. However, it was refreshing to be ab le
to focus the entire energy on the conference and programs.
There are ample opportunities to meet with suppliers and
educational sales representatives.
Thanks again to you and your staff. I look forward to our
next meeting. May you enjoy every continued personal and
professional success.

Geo~e E. Pierard
Principal Chaney School
GEP:ag
CC: Mr. EarlL. Petersen, Superintendent Schools
Mr. Matthew J. Racich, Superintendent Will County
Services Region
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ICEI
Mr. Dan Mash

Project Director, ICEI
240 South Franklin
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity. to serve as
a host for the Illinois Principals ' Conference. I
found the experience very enjoyable and worth,ihile.
If you need any assistance in the future, don't
hesitate to call on me.
Thanks,

Thomas Kelley
Superintendent

fr1_

·nev.a Co1n:munity High School
MUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT #304
\LD G. MARCOTIE, Principal

I PC.rrf -

415 Logan Avenue
Geneva, Illinois 60134
312-232-7500
RONALD KALICKI, Assistant Principal
CHARLES WILUAMS, Dean of Students

RECEIVED
November 7, 1980

NOV 10 1980

Dr. Dan Mash
East Central Region
Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Deca.tur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dr. Mash:
Just a short note to thank you for your fine hospitality at the
Illinois Principals Conference. Never before, when making presentations at conferences such as this, have I been made to feel more welcome-- and even "an honored guest." My wife has specifically asked
me to send you her thanks for the way she was treated, as well. Not
only were you most accommodating to the way I needed things arranged
for the presentation, but you ran the entire conference in such an
organized and friendly fashion that it was nice to be part of it.
Incidentally, I was unable to get a copy of· Bill Page's article
on evaluation and would appreciate your sending one if you have one.
If there should be another occasion toThen the Illinois Center for
Educational Improvement could use my services as a presenter or consultant, especially on the topic of teacher evaluation, I ·would be
very interested. Since you obviously did not have time to hear my presentation in total, I am including a copy of a publication I wrote
which is essentially the material I presented at your conference.
Sincerely yours,

Donald G. Narcotte
DGH/jc
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I. C. E. I. .. .

240 South Franklin
Decatur, 11. 62523
Dear Dan:

.

...:--..--- -- - ·-

_.....-----Yourco~fer_e_n_c_e-~~~-~e;~=~d,
(

--

adminis~rators ~\
and compe~

relevant and

who attended have increased their awareness

~ank_Jou

~.:_

again.

Enclosed you will Jind a request for funding for a Sex Education
program that we are studying this school year.

I will be

anxiously swaiting to hear whether or not you can assist us
~hrough

I.C.E.I. funding.

Sincerely~

.·.

Beverly Nollris
BN :ps
enclosure

.
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Elementary School District 57
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\
.
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.
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60056 • (312) 259-1200
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Superintendent

DWIGHT W. HALL, Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

---<A.

J. C.

BuSENBA.BT,

NOV~

Assistant Superintendent, Businen

JCEI

November 17, 1980

Dr. Dan Mash, Director
Illinois Center for Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:
This is long overdue and I apologize for my lack of
punctuality. Ho\~ever, I did wish to convey to you my
appreciation for having had the opportunity to participate
in the Decatur Conference. I am hopeful that something of
value and benefit Has gained by those who attended my sessions.
I am certain that it was a growing and educational experience
for me and I am grateful to have been included.
You are to be commended for having put together a well
organized and smoothly operating conference. ·You could not have
treated your presenters better and it seemed you did not forget
any of the little amenities which help make a person feel at
home. Congratulations - job well done.
In closing thanks again.
undertaken.

Best \'lishes for future efforts
Cordially,
.

Robert H. Guthrie, Principal
Lions Park School
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ICEI

December -16, 1980

Dr. Dan Mash, Director
Illinois Center for
Educational Improvement
240 South Franklin Street
Decatur, Illinois 62523
Dear Dan:
Just a brief note to let you know how much I appreciated the
opportunity to be a part of the recent Illinois Principal's
Conference. It was a pleasure to work with all of the members
of the conference.
Most of all, I am appreciative of the effort which you personally
expended toward the organization of the conference. Without
question, the well p~a~ned, detailed programs accounted for
the well attended, informative meetings. I personally left
Decatur excited to have been a part of the conference.
Thank you again, and my Wprmest wishes to you for a most joyous
holiday season and a prosperous New Year.
Sincerely,
Thomas P. Jandris
Principal
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January 26, 1981

Leah Bunyon, Student
Corresponding Secretary for Students
Columbian School
2709 Marian Avenue
Mattoon, Illinois 61938
Dear Leah and your Classmates:
Thank you very much for your very thoughtful note on our Illinois Principals'
Conference. We are indeed happy that we were able to give Mr. Hanneken
some new ideas that will benefit the students of Columbian School. That
is just great!
We are even happier when we can help a very good Principal like Mr. Hanneken
to do his job even better. That's a real good reflection on his students,
his staff> and him!
We're very pleased that we pleased you.
The very best alwavs!

Dan Mash
Director
cj
bee Mr. Hank Hanneken

3.

Analysis of Conference Attendees' Evaluations
And now to a reliable evaluation tool:

the evaluation form which

was a part of every registration packet, and, with urging, was returned by
approximately 217 attendees.

A better than 44 percent return, considered

excellent in the light of the sophisticated and rather calloused attitude
of the attendees.
The evaluations were turned over immediately to Dr. Margaret Graham
of the Research and Development Section of the Illinois State Board of
Education who is the writer of the analysis (Attachment 3).
Dr. Graham's report, detailed and thorough, gives substantial
support to the premise that the conference was well planned and executed
and that it filled a timely educational need.

The actual comments of

attendees speak more dramatically to these outcomes than do the figures.

•
•

•

Attachments 3.
Analysis of Evaluations

. .RECEI~"ED
DEC 11 1980

JCEI

ILLINOIS PRINCIPALS' CONFERENCE
Decatur, Illinois
November 2-4, 1980

Evaluation Results
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Evaluation forms concerning the November 2-4, 1980 Illinois Principals'
Conference in Decatur were completed by 217 of the 494 attendees. The
following pages present the ratings received for each of the _ first four
items and corrments written in by respondents concerning the last two items
of the conference evaluation form. Of the 217 respondents, 139 persons
provided write-in comments.
In general, the conference was very favorably received by the att~dees.
Persons responsible for presenting future conferences should reveiw the
ratings and individual corrments themselves for insight into ways to make
future conferences even better than the November 2-4 one. Each comment is
preceded by a respondent number. As evaluation results were tabulated, each
questionnaire was assigned a number from 1 to 217. Thus, ratings and
comments by any one individual on all of the items can be reviewed.
1. The objective of this Conference was to familiarize you with persons,
organizations, issues, and services of relevance to Principals as
instructional leaders. To what extent do you feel the objective was
achieved?
5

4

3

83

92

To some extent
41

To a great
extent
2.

5

Not at all

Blank
1

4
3
Quite new Some\'lhat new
and
and
informative informative
90
99

2
1
Hardly new Not at all
and
new nor
informative informative
7

Blank
2

How useful do you think what you have gained during this Conference will
be to you?
5

Extremely
useful
41
4.

1

How new and informative to you was the information that was presented?

Extremely
new and
informative
19
3.

2

4
Quite
useful
110

3

Somewhat
useful
62

2
Hardly
useful

1

Not at all
useful

3

Blank
1

Overall, how do you rate this Conference compared with other educational
conferences you have attended?
5

Substantially
better
84

4
Somewhat
better

About the
same

2
Somewhat
worse

92

34

4

3

1

Substantially
worse
Blank
3
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5. What are your suggest ions (in terms of scheduling~ content, speakers,
technical arrangements, etc.) for improving future Conferences for
Principals?
Respondent
Number
I

Co!llTients
More on micro-computers. Major speakers were excellent.
One of the best con~e.ntions l have att~nded. Most small
group presentations were good.
However, Mr. Guthrie
should not give presentations. (Staff development was a
waste of time.)

2

Fine conference.

Best ever!! Let's have another!

3

Not quite so early.

4

General meeting room needs cooler, fresh air.
was very good. Thank you!

5

The most impressive thing about this conference was the
quality and variety of general session speakers. They
were first rate, and that type of speaker should be
retained in the future.
I would hope that this
conference will be repeated again next year.
It
definitely should be. The weakest part of the overall
program was the "From the Trenches" part. These sessions
just didn't measure up to the general sessions.

6

Looking forward to next year's conference.
with a feeling of having been renewed!

7

How about some tables so participants could take notes
more conveniently? Not for everyone -- just a few.

8

I hope this conference will become an annual event.
well organized.

9

Thirteen hours of speakers in less than 48 hour period is
almost more than the seat can endure. The speakers at
the general sessions were superb.

Conference

I am leaving

Very

10

Keep up the good work.

11

More practical knowledge.

12

A fine conference!

13

Good conference.

14

The general speakers (Page, Linkletter, Halloran, etc.)
were great. The small session speakers were divided.
Some were good. I was in two which were very bad -boring.

Bob Blazier was best!
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15

I feel the format was excellent. I liked the time
allotment. Some of the small group presenters were not
too good. I felt these could be screened a little
better. All but one speaker in the large group sessions
was excellent.

16

excellent.
Content
variety
good.
Organization
Punctuality and emphasis on keeping to schedule
appreciated.
Large group sessions were a pleasure.
Microcomputer presentation great.

17

Everything was excellent, including the meeting place!
The speakers were outstanding, as were most of the small
group presenters.
Bill Page and Bill Halloran are
without equals! Thank ~, Dan!

18

Overall conference was excellent. One of the most
informative I have attended. Like to see more of these.

19

Cooler temperatures in ADM room needed.
Have
accompanists
for . soloists!
Eliminate
Packard's
presentation. Have more "hot" coffee for sale. Rid the
meeting rooms of house flies!

20

Excellent facility. Monday was a very long day for
sitting. Coffee readily available during breaks . The
only session which I attended which didn't meet with my
expectations was #9 (skills needed by principals as
instructional leader).
All other sessions good.
Exceptional major sessions.

21

Never, never, never ask Robert Guthrie to speak!
a disaster!

22

Please attempt to have another relevant conference!

23

Keynot speakers were excellent.
were not as good.

24

Good format for current conference. Continue!

25

I thought everything was very well run. General session
speakers were great! Most of the sessions I attended
were good. (I went to as many as possible.) Could time
be regulated to allow for a few minutes' discussion (in
groups)?

26

Dr. Johnson was excellent. I like materials such as she
gave to study later. Good and varied topics of interest.

27

More of the same caliber speakers. Good format.

He was

Small group sessions
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28

Promptness
and
exceptional. At
entertaining, but
Mrs. Dickerson was

short
(45-minute)
sessions
were
times I felt certain speakers were
yet gave me nothing I could use.
just such a speaker.

29

The quality of the main speakers was exceptional.
you have another conference!

30

Hope to be able to come back next year!

31

Do it again!

32

Just excellent.

33

The conference was very well organized. Small group
sessions were very informative and appropriate to the
needs of the principals. People such as Bill Page and
Bill Halloran were exceptional for the conference.

35

Fine conference. The scheduling was good. I 1iked the
general sessions interspaced. The speakers were all very
informative, interesting, and knowledgeable. Would like
to have had a sharing session and dinner together.
Needed some social time together.

36

Have coffee available mid-morning. Paying for coffee is
fine. It is too difficult to get into the coffee shop
and get service. Better heat control -- less heat and
more fresh air in ADM. Well planned and very well
organized. Thank you for having. Overall is excellent.

37

Some of the workshops were dull presentations, although
the concept and material were good. These workshops
might be presented vi a a tab 1e in the 1abby without a
presentation. Workshop presenters should receive prior
affirmation from satisfied people before being on
program. Generally, it was an excellent conference.

38

Appreciate night schedule ending at 8:00. Quality of
conventions.
speakers better than most national
Excellent facilities.

39

Especially good sessions: Bill Page, Jack Linkletter,
session 8 (Bob Blazier, administrative stress).

40

This is one of the best forums of its type I have ever
attended. It should be an annual event! Congratulations
to all who worked on it!!!

41

Outstanding!
conference.

42

Excellent!

I hope

Please keep this particular site for future
Hope to see it again in the future.

-5- .

43

Clearly this was the best educational conference I have
attended in a number of years. The quality of the
speakers was substantially better than that of most
conventions .

44

It's evident that a great deal of planning went into this
conference. The timeline went well. I liked starting
and ending on time. Page, Link letter, and Halloran were
wonderful. They caused me to think, feel concern, yet
have great hope for the future of education •••which I
hope to take home to my faculty!

45

I feel that bringing people from other fields provides a
fresh perspective for school executives-- if they will
make the appropriate transfer of information as it
applies to them.

46

It would be difficult to improve on the conference in any
way; it is the best I have attended for a number of
years. The committee is to be commended for the
excellent planning and coordination!

47

Good conference!

48

We 11 organized.
Exce 11 ent choice
presenters. Good accomodations.

49

This conference was well organized and excellent!!

50

Continue with your efforts! You presented a very well
organized conference! The presentations were excellent
(with the exception of Mr. Vance Packard). The fall time
slot is still the best so that the principals can put
these ideas to use. Keep up the good work. It is most
welcomed by Illinois principals.

51

Replace IPA convention with an extended one such as this.

52

Outstanding program of speakers and small groups. Thanks.

53

I particularly think that hearing from people in business
(like Jack Linkletter) is quite valuable. We can learn a
lot from that profession.

54

Get more peop 1e 1ike Jack Link 1et ter and Bi 11 Page who
spoke from their own life experiences.

55

Have a better selection of presenters.

56

Provide more practical handout materials for the "From
the Trenches" sessions. I wasn't able to attend all the
sessions, so I'm responding to the ones I attended.

of

speakers

and
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57

Need more interaction sessions, especially with main
speakers. "From the Trenches" sessions were weak.

58

Include the topic of how principals of schools with
400-600 enrollment can pract i ally serve as education a1
leaders and handle all other duties.

59

Did any one screen some of the speakers who could not
speak? I wish some speakers would address -themselves to
the announced subject.

60

Activities
should
be
varied.
Give
attendees
opportunities to participate rather than have all
sessions organized for passive listening. Thank you.

61

Plan more effective "trench" sessions. Better resource
people. General sessions were the greatest asset of the
conference. All sessions were excellent except for
general session III (Vance Packard). It was a dud.

62

The main speakers, for the most part, were excellent.
However, the small group workshops on the whole were poor.

63

Don't conflict with IPA.

64

Schedule interaction sessions.

65

Too many of the sessions were repeated too often.

66

Conferences would fit into principals' schedules better
if held, for example, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

67

More interaction-type sessions.

68

Repeat the Sunday evening sessions on Tuesday morning if
the same time schedule is followed. Move the Sunday
evening program to Tuesday (to make conference two full
days). Continue the conference in the Decatur area.
Speaker suggestion: Mr. Foster (from California), who
was a speaker at the Quincy conference. Continue with
the "feature" speakers like Bill Page and Bill Halloran.

69

Good arrangement of large group and then sma 11 group
scheduling. Lunch period too long, unless have lunch as
group. Have enough repeat of sessions to attend ones I
missed.

70

Sunday evening start not good. A dinner would have been
nice. Sessions were pretty much sit and listen. · Perhaps
provide some variety.

71

In the main, the speakers for the "From the Trenches"
were monotonistic and dull. The ideas were fine, but
presentations were poor.
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72

Use mini-sessions and chance to attend more than one.

73

Good main speakers.

74

Make sure the short sessions have an educational
benefit. The one on stress was tremendous. The one on
the four skills needed by the principal was a waste.

75

Arrangements were fine. Most speakers were good. Many
of the presenters were not as good as the topics
suggested.

76

Suggested present at ion: Richard Gartner, Superintendent
of Steward School District 220, Steward, Illinois
60553. Topic: "Development of Instructional Improvement
Program."

77

Scheduling did a11 ow us to see more than one individua 1
we were interested in. I felt the general sessions were
the strength of the conference.

78

None. Well done.

79

Excellent format and time schedule. Would be pleased if
conference was offered · in future years and the high
quality was maintained.

80

More about microprocessors.
took too much time.

81

Would have welcomed a session where we listened to
speaker awhile, then divided into small circles
react. As Jack Link letter said, we were expected to
sponges in all sessions. Hoorah for Mr. Halloran!!
made us participate by laughing.

82

Limit presenters to two sessions rather than
sessions. Possibly more topics could be covered.

83

No suggestions for improvement. Excellent facilities.
Good service and food.
Excellent planning.
Really
followed time schedule.

84

Perhaps smaller groups designed to encourage discussion.
General assemblies were excellent. A couple of "From the
Trenches" sessions were disappointing. I felt the thrust
was towards the high schools.

85

Merge with IPA conference in Arlington Heights. I could
attend only one day, since it was so close to the IPA
date. There were many exce 11 ent speakers, but I regret
not being able to stay for 3 days.

"Trenches" weren't too good.

Less about Barrington -a
to
be
He

four
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86

Find a more central location, even through the hotel was
great.

87

Small sessions no.t very good.

88

Estes and Packard were poor. All others were excellent.
Scheduling and organization were excellent. About half
of the sma11 group presenters were good, and the others
were poor. Do schedule another conference next year!

89

Limit major speakers to 3 or 4. The number this time
produced over-saturation for a ·3-day period .

90

Several of the workshop sessions need different
presenters
ones more organized, articulate, and
dynamic in their presentations -- #5 (Patricia Conran)
and #11 (Robert Guthrie).

91

Number 11 (Robert Guthrie) was terrible. The man never
approached the topic and was really unprepared. The
other sessions and speakers were very good. Hope you
will do it again.

92

In all the sessions I attended, I was being spoken at. 1
would like to have some sessions in which there would be
interaction. It would be nice to sit around a circle and
discuss at least one topic.

93

The time schedule was great.

94

Liked Linkletter, Halloran, and Page.

95

Needed larger print on overheads by some presenters. Too
much delay in some presentations relative to getting into
the meat of the presentation. Most of us are at the same
entrYTevel.

96

Later in the year so we don't have to choose between this
conference and attending IPA.

97

I really liked the balance between the main speakers.
It's good to have so many fine general sessions. Some of
the small workshops did not have the same quality.

98

Need more time for presentations on microcomputers
perhaps a series of regional meetings with various
presentations by microcomputer users.

99

Good timing -- kept on time.

100

Need more time.

101

I especially enjoyed the general sessions!
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102

Speakers excellent. Some of the workshops could have
been improved. Add more psssibilities to the selection
of workshops.

103

Excellent.

104

Keep conference at this facility -- very pleasant and
comfortable. Have more speakers like Bill Halloran. The
organization development program was very good . Stress
management was okay. Staff development was terrible.
There was no point made by the speaker •.

105

Don't start on Sunday evening. Great conference.

106

Thank you for arranging and sponsoring such a
conference. Although some areas were not new, it was a
good refresher as well as introduing some new ideas.
Overall, the conference was very stimulating as attested
to by lunch and dinner conversations and discussions. It
shall continue to be a source of growth as we slowly
internalize some of the ideas. Again, thank you for the
hard work to make it happen.

107

I felt that the development sessions was poorly organized
and basically a waste of time.

108

Continue this format. However, I suggest that we also
utilize persons from business and industry on management
skills and business practices. Perhaps we could utilize
ideas from practices outside of education.
I also
suggest having textbook companies invited for exhibitors.

109

The scheduling was excellent, well-organized,' on time,
and well spaced . The speakers were good. The technical
arrangements, such as facility, were very good . A good
conference.

110

It was often difficult to read the overhead materials. A
luncheon would be nice -- avoid travel time, etc. More
time should be allowed for exchange of ideas in small
group sessions. Provide longer description of "Trench"
sessions. Well done!

111

Fine the way it was.

112

Provide more information about sectionals -- summaries.
What size schools or districts would or might a sectional
be most useful for? Keynote speakers were generally
excellent.

113

More up-to-date or improved practices presented.

114

Have more interaction between audience and presenter.
Too much 11 Seat work 11 •
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115

Too much break between presentations.

116

Keynote speakers were very good.
Include as topics:
maximum use of your bui 1ding, interdiscip 1inary program,
maximum use of you~ resources.

117

Computer program excellent.
Speakers were excellent.
Burnout session excellent. Coffee and doughnuts should
have been .served. A dinner meeting would have been nice.

118

Need
much
facilitators.

119

It would have been better if the last general session on
Monday had been from 5:00-6:00 or 6:00-7:00 p.m. Those
that came for that day only had difficulty attending that
last session.

120

I enjoyed the combination of large group/small group
sessions. It is a pity with all the expertise in the
audience that none of the sessions involved a real
sharing
of
information.
Some
circular
seating
arrangements, with a topic and group participation, would
be valuable.

121

Conference was we 11-organi zed and arranged. Everything
was kept on schedule. Speakers were very interesting
with the exception of Mr. Packard. His subject matter
was relevant but not presented in the best manner.

122

Don't schedule on weekends and holidays. A lot of
input. Need more time for discussion and interaction.
Top-notch speakers. Almost too overwhelming. Would have
been happier with 1 or 2 main presenters and reduced time
and money expended.

123

Topics listed were very pertinent. Some speakers did not
get into the "meat" of their topics. Also, some sessions
were informative, but the speakers were not good
speakers. General sessions were good except for that of
Vance Packard.

124

Encourage some sessions which would involve participants!

125

Would prefer to
location, accomodations, etc. fine.
start other than on weekend. Wou 1d 1ike more comp 1ete
synopsis of the sectionals.

126

Small groups were a disappointment. Well scheduled. I
liked not having banquets. The general sessions were
great. A good job, Dan!!

better
and
informative
mini-session
The general sessions were excellent.
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127

The 45-minute sessions could maybe be better if they were
less formal presentations and more what is actually
happening "in the trenches." Could be panels talking
about day-to-day problems and solutions or possible ·
alternative ways of handling problems. Make them more
practical.

128

Good organization. Good variety. Generally good choice
of small group presenters. The general session variety
offered something for everyone.
Punctuality was
appreciated. I hope in the future to hear more from Bob
Blazier. I feel he has a great deal to offer any
administrator.

129

The focus was timely and important. The large group
speakers were generally inspiring and/or informative.
The frustration I always feel after conferences is that
the points of view are almost always broad, sound, and
enlightened. Such broad and enlightened environments do
not prevail in central administration of school
districts.
Presenters
are
usually
innovative,
change-oriented. They do not represent the "typical 11
administrator
(fortunately).
Their messages
are,
therefore, usually received with skepticism.
Many
presenters of small group sessions have really not given
thought as to how to reach a group -- little participant
involvement, poor visual aides, a lot of talking "at, 11
etc.
I do sympathethize, however, as it is truly
difficult to interest, present in this short time. If I
get one good idea, one meaningful insight, I am usually
satisfied. I can, however, also gain these by reading
current professional literature in much less time. If
conferences are to capitalize on the values of people
interacting, the presenters and participants should
interact. In some respects, the large group presenters
(Jack Link letter, etc.) did more to involve us than did
the presenters of small group sessions.

130

Halloran was super; Linkletter was refreshing; Page was a
good keynoter; Packard was extremely uninspiring and a
bore. The small group workshops I attended left much to
be desired. Many were boring. The workshop on the four
skills needed by the principal was of no use to me as a
11
Staff development, the key to
building principal.
11
success was a good opportunity for a myriad of ideas to
be shared. It ended up being a session of pontification
by the presenter. I came looking for ideas. Except for
the majority of genera 1 session speakers, I found that
our profession is yet dreadfully uninspiring and in grave
danger of demise. The organizers of this conference
worked hard to succeed.
Their work is to be
congratulated. It's too bad the workshop leaders failed
the organizers, generally. I would encourage doing this
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again, but ask that workshop sessions be better
monitored. The microprocessor workshop, on the other
hand, was very good. It explored great possibilities for
the future.
131

I suggest that you increase the amount of time on your
From the Trenches 11 segment area. Forty-five minutes was
not always enough time . I feel this is one of the best
conferences ever offered to principals in the State of
Illinois.
11

132

Keep good variety of knowledgeable speakers, especially
Jack Linkletter-- also Page and Estes . Very stimulating.

133

Continue to get speakers that are thought-provoking.
Exce 11 ent
selection
of
keynote
speakers.
Very
motivational.

134

Conference was we 11 p1an ned. However, I fee 1 that by
eliminating the late evening session on Monday and
inserting that session at 5:00, more principals could
attend. Many left the conference at 5:00 and missed Bill
Halloran's presentation.
Main speakers were very
interesting and well-prepared.
All had exciting
presentations with the exception of Vance Packard, whose
content was excellent but delivery poor. Bill Halloran,
Jack Linkletter, and Bill Page are exciting, dynamic
speakers -- well worth the cost of bringing them here and
well worth the expense to my local district. Most of the
small group presentations were well done with the
exception of staff development. That presentation was
disorganized, with the presenter ill-prepared.

135

Have more groups, smaller in size, built for discussion,
rather than listening to a speaker.

136

No real suggestions.
done this year.

137

Stop the bells from ringing while speakers are speaking.
In your microcomputer workshop, try to have 5-10 micros
there for a hands-on possibility and some appropriate
software (floppy discs) that demonstrate practical
applications (e.g., math or science unit or lesson). It
may be helpful to contact Assistant Superintendent Dkk
Ol son in Wheaton regarding the Madeline Hunter staff
development program that's rapidly spreading in the
suburbs. Much as the microcomputers are a thing of the
futu re , so too is the M. Hunter staff development model.
I'm sure that many principals want to at least know
something about it. P.S., extremely well organized!

Just continue and maintain what was
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6. Please feel free to add any other comments you may want to make on the
back of this page.
Respondent
Number

16

Conunents
Job well done!

34

SUPER.

44

Thank you for an enjoyable conference.

54

For session number 9 (four skills needed ••• ), the speaker
was good. I feel the title was misleading, however. His
talk was on his project Lead in the Carbondale area.
Very little development was done on the topic of the
four skills. Great ideas were presented in session
number 10
(org anizational
development, · by Elsie
Thanks for the handout.
Please don't
Johnson).
"apologize" or tell stories about being a woman
administrator. I am one. Also, she came on hard and
tough, although I'm sure she is not in her everyday
dealings.

127

Excellent speakers for the general sessions, especially
Bill Page and Jack Linkletter. Liked the singing at the
beginning of the two sessions.
Nice touch!
Bill
Hallor an was delightful!! Too much volume at times on the
microphone .
Thanks
for
Nancy
Dickerson.
Her
presentation was timely and excellent. Dr. Gill brought
an inspiring ending to the conference.

132

Most worthwhile that I have
A must to continue.
attended. Encourage more attendance from nothern part of
the state. I suggest a second mai 1 ing on conference at
the end of September. My co 11 eagues in the northwest
part of the state would have really benefited. Did see
one other one.

133

The price of the conference is excellent. This is one of
the better conferences I have attended. Not a lot of
garbage. Very practical.

135

Fields on discipline was excellent!!!
Halloran were exemplary.

136

I felt this has been an extremely good conference this
year. Bill Halloran was tremendous. Good job this year!

138

Best conference I have ever attended.

139

Excellent conference. Best genera1 session speakers of
any conference or convention we've attended -- ever. A
good conference is comparable to a super golf course. It
can make you really enjoy your game! Congratulations
you motivated and informed.

Linkletter and

The writer of this report has some general observations and suggestions to
present based upon her attendance at the principals' conference, the results
from the conference eva 1uati on questionnaire, and her past experiences in
workshop evaluation.
In general, the conference was very well planned, and the choice of location
was good. The objective of the conference (item 1 -- to familiarize
principals with persons, organizations, issues and services of relevance to
themselves as instructional leaders) was rated as being achieved to at least
quite an extent by 175 (80.6%) of the respondents to the written evaluation
form. Information presented was rated either quite or extremely new and
informative (item 2) by only 109 {50.2%) of the respondents. However, 151
(69.6%) of the respondents rated what they gained from the conference (item
3) as either quite or extremely useful to themselves in the future.
Compared to other educational conferences attended (item 4), 176 (81.1%) of
the respondents rated the principals' conference either somewhat or
substantially better than the other conferences.
All general session speakers, with the exception of Vance Packard, were well
received by the audience. The content of Mr. Packard's presentation was
good, but his speaking style was poor. Severa1 of the forty-five minute
"From the Trenches" small group sessions were received poorly by the
attendees, primarily in terms of being uniformative, uninteresting, or
otherwise not very useful to the listener. Two of the small group sessions
that were particularly well-received by the attendees were those on the use
of mircoprocessors (Tom Jandris) and administrative stress (Bob Blazier).
Severa 1 respondents to the written questionnaire provided suggestions on
speakers and/or topics to include in future conferences. Such suggestions
should be carefully considered in planning of the next, if any, principals'
conference.
In addition, more careful screening of all prospective
presenters (in terms of usual speaking style and proposed content) should be
conducted. Attempts to provide thought- and action-provoking speakers (such
as Bill Halloran and Bill Page) should be continued. Also, no one session
should be offered more than three times.
Other recommendations for future conferences are to provide (or continue to
provide in the case of items 1, 2, and 4): (1) practical ideas that
participants can implement after they leave the conference; (2) hand-out
materials useful to participants after they leave the conference; (3)
opportunity for interaction; (4) writing paper for note-taking purposes; and
(5) brief but clear descriptions of each session on the program (so
participants can make better choices of sessions to attend and presenters
will be more inclined to plan for and deliver clear, concise, and relevant
presentations). In terms of item 5, presenters did receive specifications
concerning nature of session, but some presenters nevertheless failed to
deliver the type of session expected.
The general concensus of the group attending the conference was that
attending was beneficial to them and that conferences of a similar nature
should be held on an annual basis, although perhaps in conjunction with or
at a much different time than the Illinois Principals' Association
conference.
LMR:0972f

4.

Analysis of Random Telephone Calls Made to Conference
Attendees One Month After Conference
Perhaps no more critical evidence of the measure of an event can

be made than to revisit it in reflection after a period of time.
Again, under the direction of Dr. Margaret Graham of the Research
and Development Section of the Illinois State Board of Education, phone calls
were made by her staff associates to the attendees of the conference.

The

interview form and an almost verbatim reporting of the answers are presented
here as Attachment 4.
The evaluations, in the opinion of the interviewers, remained very
positive.

Quite a few educational innovations were tried as a result of the

conference by the principals interviewed; a very good result!
The conference had an impact, and it was good and positive, and
in the case of 21 of the 25 principals who were revisited 30 days later,
--a lasting one.
It had, because of the last two analyses, become. increasingly
apparent that a vast number of the respondents liked and learned and wanted
another conference of this type.
This conclusion was taken under very careful study and thought by
the staff.

However, after a great deal of review and discussion, it did not

seem to serve a progressive purpose to continue the same approach to the
same clientele.
Rather, it seemed that the indirect evidence pointed conclusively
to an emerging need to which the principals in both evaluations continually
alluded, --inservice for the people who were to be led instructionally!
The final section, IV., THE SUMMARY, defines our eventual requested
resolution of this need.

•
•
Attachments 4.
•• Analysis of Random Telephone Calls
Illinois Principals' Conference
November 2-4~ 1980
Follow-Up Telephone Intervie\'1
Name ____________________________ Address

RECEi~..ED

~EC

31980

JC!EI

--------------------------

Phone Number - ------------------Hello. This is
from the Illinois State Board of
Education. I am phoning about the principals' conference you attended in
Decatur in November. Most people who attended completed an evaluation
questionnaire at the end of the conference. ·I am nm·! phoning a sample of
peopl e to determine the impact of the conference on participants several
t-teeks 1ater and \'rays in which future conferences could be ir.tproved.
1.

.In what \·lays , if any, has attending the confetence had an effect on
you? (What things have you done as a result of attending?}

{

If the Illinois State Board of Education decides to sponsor any future
principals' conferences, \'lhat suggestions do you have for improving
future conferences?

...

3.

Do you have any other comments?

Thank you for your
RH0:0975f

h ~lp.

RECEIVED
Illinois Principals'Conference
November 2-4, 1980
Follow-Up Telephone Interview

JAN 1 2 1981

XCEI

During the week of December 8-12, 1980, the writer of this report made
telephone calls to twenty-five randomly selected attendees of the
November 2-4 Illinois Principals' Conference. The purpose of the calls was
to determine: (1) the impact of the conference on participants several weeks
later; and (2) ways in which future conferences could be improved.
.
Information obtained during the follow-up telephone interviews and contained
herein is quite consistent with that obtained through the use of the written
evaluation questionnaires submitted by participants as they left the
conference.
The writer of this report was successful in reaching by phone twenty-one of
the twenty-five randomly selected principals. She made at least four
attempts to reach each of the other four persons before ending the interview
process. During the phone calls, she hastily wrote down as exactly as
possible everything each interviewee said. Immediately following each call,
she typed out, using the interviewee's own words as closely as possible,
each person's comments in their entirety.
For purposes of this report, completed interview schedules were numbered
consecutively from one to twenty-one. Each interviewee's responses to each
of the three items on the schedule are presented below. Respondent number
is provided so the reader can review comments by any one person throughout
the entire interview.
1.

In what ways, if any, has attending the conference had an effect on
you? (What things have you done as a result of attending?)
Respondent
Number

Comments

1

Has not implemented anything specific yet as a result of
attending. Felt there were some good points made, but
also disagreed with some of the ideas presented. Has
been thinking about the use of minicomputers, and will be
looking into this topic possibility for next year. Felt
there could have been more information concerning
computers presented during the session and less
background information.

2

Conference had some effects on teacher evaluation work
they are doing. Shaped part of their thinking. Got
important information from the computer session, and
became more aware of the significance of computers in
educaton in the future. Received general stimulation
from Bill Halloran's presentation. As a result, have had
more oral reading over the public address system and has
encouraged teachers to have more small group oral readng,
plus read more with the children. The science department
has discussed issues related to energy.
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3

One of the best conferences he has ever attended. Very
well run. Kept on time, etc. Was most impressed with
computerization and imp·act of energy crunch ideas. Has
written reports related to those two topics. In process
of closing two schools and recommended to the board that
they study the possibility of implementing a 4-day week
and further examine feasibility of using microcomputers.

4

Is studying teacher evaluation procedures outlined in one
of the small sessions. Also found it helpful to talk to
other principals concerning teacher evaluation.

5

Was impressed with Bill Page, the speaker who· had the
most significance on him in terms of impact on what he
does. For example, Bill Page suggested that most faculty
meetings are really principal's meetings . Took Bill's
suggestion and is having his faculty set up the agenda
and plan the next faculty meeting. Felt Vance Packard
was a very good speaker, but that what was said was too
abstract and not related directly enough to school
concerns.

6

Has had discussions in building concerning gifted program
and has made changes in organization of gifted program as
a result.

7

Good conference, but had to leave early (was called back
to school). Sessions were good. Schedule later in year
or coordinate time with that of IPA convention.

8

Some of the topics were good. Teacher evaluation small
group session good. Mainly received reinforcement of
ideas and things was already in process of doing (e.g.,
teacher evaluation). No ideas during small session on
discipline procedures, but became more confident of what
was being done locally. "We felt we were on track of
what others were doing." Liked Jack Linkletter's speech
as well as any of them (idea of helping kids develop into
well-adjusted individuals and not necessarily head of
corporations; idea that many "successful" people are not
happy). Received mostly reinforcement, not many brand
new ideas. Got ideas at 2 recent conferences of NASSB .

9

Attended sessions for only day. Did not find them too
informative. Small group sessions did not fit in with
their situation. For example, with respect to the
minicomputer session, his school has a computer but is
operating on a much smaller scale than at the school of
the presenter.

10

Spent as much time as possible attending sessions ·of
relevance to personnel evaluation. Used what was learned
in classroom supervision and write-ups on personnel.
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11

Attended and enjoyed sessions with Elsie Johnson and
received useful information on management evaluation.
Trying to put that information to use. Enjoyed hearing
Jack Linkletter and found him inspiring . Bill Page was
good but had attended a week-long wqrkshop with him and
so didn't learn much, if anything, new. Didn't care for
Vance Packard at all. All general speakers, with
exception of Vance Packard, good. Got good ideas from
microcomputers session. Was good to go, listen, and see
and talk to other principals, which is something
elementary principals don't have much opportunity to do.

12

Found the conference worthwhile. Has had discussions
with P.E. department using the concept of leading by
example. Has had administrative discussions on how to
avoid administrator burnout. Has conducted some group
work among administrators discussing common problems.

13

Conference had a very dramatic effect on her. Was aware
of dramatic change in philosophy between morning and
afternoon sessions of Monday, November 3, of the
differences in philosophy between Vance Packard and Jack
Linkletter (particularly Jack Linkletter's more
optimistic viewpoint}. The small sessions were very
effective. Has attended many workshops, and this one was
one of the best. There was "much high power in such
short time."

14

Reorganized teacher evaluation system. Received much
genera1 "food for thought." Especially enjoyed Jack
Linkletter. Such sessions tend to recharge the listener. ·

15

The session by Richard Krase on asserttveness training
was very helpful and enjoyable. Jack Linkletter was very
interesting. Vance Packard was a terrible speaker, but
he made some good points and presented some useful
statistics. One session stressed the importance of being
physically fit, so he resumed jogging. One of the best
conferences ever attended. Was able to attend Monday
only.

16

Became more knowledgeable of problems going on in a
number of areas, not just own local district (e.g.,
transportation problems} . Bill Page emphasized the
importance of being human in dealing with students,
teachers, and others, and was the most excellent speaker
he has heard in a long time.

17

The topics that the main speakers covered, though not
specifically related to education, gave him perceptions
concerning education.
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2.

18

The program was inspirational. Particularly liked Bill
Page and Bill Halloran. Jack Linkletter was refreshing.
Vance Packard is a brilliant man, but his presentation
was weak. Obviously getting on in years. Bill Halloran
was just delightful, although not suggesting including a
lot of "stand up comic" speakers. As far as the
mini-sessions go, .the assertiveness training one and
getting information on Title IV-B and C and the "Wings of
Progress" were useful. The computer session let
principals know some things they need to know. Staff
development session was disappointing . Elsie Johnson
(organizationl development) had a lot to offer, although
did not totally agree with her philosophy. Nancy
Dickerson was a nice addition to the program, although
she did not say anything earth-shaking. However, she
presented some interesting revelations.

19

Unable to say much because was able to attend only Nancy
Dickerson's session.

20

Gained valuable information thro~gh the keynote speakers,
in particular. Disseminated this information,
specifically concerning the future of education and the
use of minicomputers, to the faculty. Felt this
information helped stimulate faculty thinking.

21

Nothing. Was able to attend only part of the conference
on Monday (from about 10:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.)

If the Illinois State Board of Education decides to sponsor any future
principals' conferences, what suggestions do you have for improving
future conferences?
Respondent
Number

Comments

1

Conference was very well done in terms of keeping to the
time schedule. Perhaps provide more guidelines to
speakers and get them "to the task at hand" more quickly
without a lot of background.

2

Need for explanation of what was going to be covered
during the small group sessions. Should provide for more
exchange of ideas among principals. Principals need more
time to ask questions, share ideas among themselves.
Most people should be willing to pay for a luncheon,
during which there would be more time to talk to each
other.

3

Doesn't know how conference could be improved. Was
presented in "the right light." Perhaps move location
closer to metropolitan area.
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4

Don't schedule so close to IPA convention. If one is in
the fall, have the other one in the spring.

5

Feels the "hands on" approach is sometimes more valuable
than just listening. Should have sharing of ideas among
principals concerrying topics affecting schools. For ·
example, his schools are switching to the new accounting
system, and it would have been helpful to have principals
share problems and other concerns.

6

Felt it was a very, very good conference. However, some
of the main session speakers spoke about topics not
concerned closely enough with education or things
principals are concerned with. Need to have speakers
with more direct ideas concerning education.

7

Coordinate time with that of IPA. Don't have speakers
who don't offer practical, down-to-earth ideas. The IPA
speaker, for example, "lost too many" of the participants
by having no direct bearing on things principals are
concerned with.

8

Dr. Gill addressed some current issues. · Need more time
for current legal issues and trends, current bills
pending. Attended recent conference on legal issues at
ISU and thought it was good.

9

Don't schedule conference so close to that of IPA.

10

Was very pleased with the basic format. More small group
sessions could be added. Enjoyed small group sessions as
well as, and perhaps better than, general sessions.

11

Don't invite Vance Packard. Principals need to be
inspired. Need to keep conference on a practical level.
Although principals should be instructional leaders, need
to keep this concept in focus. On a day-to-day basis,
principals must deal with a lot of practical and'
time-consuming issues and need ideas on how to deal with
them (e.g., management techniques, due process and
collective bargaining, business management, P.l. 94-142).

12

Try to deal with problems affecting the smaller schools.
Provide sessions of relevance to schools of different
sizes, not just the larger ones.

13

Principals face many problems. Perhaps focus more on
problems such as declining enrollment, the impact of
H.B. 18-12, and the effects of political and governmental
changes on the schools.
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Has attended several IPA conventions. Attended school
board conference the past 3 years. This conference was
at least as good as any he has attended. Was very
pleased. liked having the big-name speakers with a lot
to say, especially Bill Page and Jack Linkletter.

15

Was a good conference. There was a good attempt to have
appropriate coverage of things that are important and
down to earth and relevant to principals.

16

No suggestions.

17

Have a greater variety of small group sessions. Continue
having small groups led by administrators from Illinois.

18

Have a different format, with a balance between just
~itting and listening and listening and doing.
People
attending should be more involved, not just "passive
listeners." Gain more if have simulation activities and
other methods of participation. Was really a "talk at"
meeting. People retain more by actually doing something.

19

Unable to say much because was able to attend only Nancy
Dickerson's session.

20

Keep with the concept of having keynote speakers.
Continue to have good keynote speakers. One of the
better conferences he has attended, primarily because of ·
the keynote speakers. Keep small group sessions, but be
sure sessions are as practical as possible. Keep away
from theory in the small group sessions. Try to have a
time set up with someone leading at least one interaction
session between principals. Principals have a multitude
of things that could be discussed during such interaction
sessions.

21

Contact IPA so that conference is not so close in time to
their convention. Have this conference either in
conjunction with IPA or at a different time of year. Was
not able to attend more of this conference because of
scheduling so close to IPA one.

Good attendance.

Nice facilities.

3. Do you have any other comments?
Respondent
Number

Comments

1

Enjoyed it. Was basically a very good conference.

2

No. Thoroughly enjoyable conference.
Very profitable.

Very worthwhile.
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Very well run conference. Good speakers. Location
(Holiday Inn) was excellent. Did not have to leave
building for three days. Had good recreational
facilities. Liked opportunity to dress informally and
use pool, etc. after sessions.

4

No. Felt it was very worthwhile conference. Was glad
he was able to attend. Hopes there will be another one.

5

No.

6

No.

7

No.

8

For main speakers, avoid people like Vance Packard. Was
not effective at all. Very limited ability. Have
conference two full days. Don't start on Sunday. Begin
on a Monday and end about 3:00 - 3:30 Tuesday. Consider
serving a beverage {coffee, soda). EIU had hospitality
room Monday evening. Local principals had considered
social hour but plans didn't materialize. Non-alcoholic
beverages would have been appreciated. Conference was
worthwhile. Probably one or two conferences per year
would be sufficient. Decatur principals had been
strongly encouraged to attend. Views conferences
seriously, not just chance to get out of school and
socialize. Decatur or Springfield seem to be best
locations for next one. Holiday Inn facilities very
adequate.

9

No.

a

10

Well-run and well-organized conference, and "got a lot
out of it."

11

No.

12

No.

13

Very effective conference. Was moving around, hearing
things, etc. the whole time. One of the best conferences
ever attended.

14

Enjoyed the conference.
general meetings.

15

No.

16

Good conference. Seemed to have representation from
entire state {attendees).

Found it very worthwhile.

Good
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17

location was good. Gave him and coll eagues from this
area a chance to attend the conference without great cost.

18

Really enjoyed attending the conference. Good
conference. People were well chosen. Would go again.

19

Talked to several 'other principals who attended. Other
principals felt the program was good, were able to attend
many sessions, and appreciated the opportunity to attend
a conference so close geographically to them.

20

No.

21

Keynote speakers he heard, with the exception of Bill
Halloran, were good. Did not like Bill Halloran. Was
.. turned off" by him. The small group session on· teacher
evaluation was good.

The results from the follow-up telephone interview are consistent with those
contained on the written evaluation forms and summarized in a separate
report. All interviewees, with the exception of respondent number 9,
regarded their attendance at the conference as worthwhile. Although many of
the principals interviewed could not cite specific things they were doing as
a result of attending the conference, most principals commented that the
s~ssions stimulated or reinforced their thinking concerning one or more
topics. Many of the principals indicated they discussed what they gained
from the conference with teachers or with other administrators from their
districts. Other actions taken as a result of attending included:
1.

encouragement on a school-wide basis of more oral reading

2.

investigation of energy conservation alternatives

3.

revision of teacher evaluation system

4.

investigation concerning obtaining microcomputer capabilities

5.

revisions in gifted program

6.

institution of 11 faculty" meetings to replace "principal's 11 meetings

7.

resumption of jogging as a means toward achieving personal physical
fitness.

The general sessions most often cited by interviewees as worthwhile were
held by Bill Page, Bill Halloran, and Jack Linkletter. The small group
sessions regarded as most worthwhile were by Tom Jandris (microprocessors),
Don Marcotte (teacher evaluation), Elsie Johnson (organizational
development), and Richard Krase (assertiveness training).
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Many interviewees had no suggestions for improving future conferenes
(question #2). In response to questions #2 and 13, many of the principals
indicated the conference was enjoyable, informative, and otherwise
worthwhile to them as administrators. Many of the principals requested that
the State Board of Education sponsor additional principals' conferences. It
should be noted that the second interview question did not include mention
of the Illinois Center for Educational Improvement (ICE!) in order to obtain
unsolicited comments concerning the presentation of future conferences
through an ICE!. However , none of the principals interviewed made any
comments concerning whether or not future conferences should be presented
through an ICE!.
The major suggestion concerning sponsorship of another conference by the
state education agency was that scheduling be changed so as not to follow so
closely the annual Illinois Principals Association {IPA) convention.
Several principals indicated they were unable to attend the entire November
conference since they had been recently absent from school attending the IPA
convention.
Other suggestions from principals that should be considered in planning
future conferences are to provide: (1) a brief explanation concerning each
small group session; (2) more sessions with practical ideas concerning
important educational issues; and (3) more opportunity for exchange of ideas
among principals, both within and outside sessions with presenters. It
seems many of the principals would not mind paying a registration fee as
payment for a luncheon, dinner, 9r refreshment breaks. Despite the details
involved, it seems arrangement for such opportunities for exchange of ideas
and just plain socialization should be provided. All presenters should also
be urged to make better use of the time available to them by omitting
extraneous talk and getting "to the point."
KKM:245g

IV.

THE SUMMARY
Conclusions and Recommendations
An undertaking of the magnitude and scope of a Statewide Principals'

Conference should never be and was not taken lightly.

In addition to the

amount of people who need necessarily to be involved in the planning and
the number of people who have to be part of the input for a conference such
as this, there are a myriad of details to carry out.

To have speakers of

national prominence that you would hope would please a vast majority of
those who would be attracted to such a conference, is indeed a job of
gigantic proportions.

The logistics in arranging the necessary formal

business contracts for their appearances and the arrangements for their
travel, meals, and lodging are almost mind boggling.
The point of attendance

att~action

is a most important one.

In this

day and age, it is not enough to speak of our students being satiated with
top-flight entertainment from television and the movies.
essentially true of the principals.

The same is

Today, they are not going to be attracted

to anything that does not carry the allure and

g~amour

of speakers that have

"name recognition" or are known in the education profession as renowned
experts.

To have a conference that would hopefully attract the numbers

that were attracted to this particular one takes a lot of the so-called
"star quality" of the presenters.

The attraction, also, must assure these

sophisticated, potential attendees that there will be a conference that will
cover the items that they want covered and will present them with enough
quality and depth in the proper amount of time so that they feel that
something has been accomplished during the conference.
Fortunately for this conference, the evaluations bore out the fact that
these goals were achieved by the conference planners and particularly by the
Director/Coordinator and his staff.

~-

It is important that this good effort continue.
Center's recommendation for next Fiscal

Year~

Therefore, this

1982, if federal funds allow,

will be to undertake the task of developing an Inservice Conference.

This

presently dreamed of conference is the result of the evaluations of the
Principals' Conference as one that would lend itself to the methods and
process of inservicing staff, a natural and logical follow up to the principal
who is an instructional leader.

It is no secret that with reduced district

budgets, teachers today are remaining longer in one, usually their original,
district.
today.

Statistics show that there is very little mobility among teachers

In addition, Reduction in Force is resulting in those with seniority

remaining on teaching staffs while those who are newer teachers are being
cut.

The teachers who remain need to be constantly retrained, reinvigorated

and reinforced in their teaching skills, their teaching methodology, and
their effectiveness as teachers. · The conference that we will recommend we
have in the fall of 1981 will be on the process of inservice for staff
development.
areas.

It will not be our intention to go into any cognitive learning

It will only be to stress process so that administrators such as

superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals, curriculum directors,
staff development directors, and others with similar administrative responsibilities will be able to know better how to plan and structure more effective
inservicing of their staff.
This constant reteaching by districts and nonpublic schools must be
instigated, reinforced and continued if education as we know it, or perhaps
would hope that it would be, is to continue serving the children of our
country in the face of the adversities that are mounting toward education
and educators today.

